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KENYON COLLEGE, GAMBIER, OHIO 43022

Ohio'S oldest private college
and one of the country's leaders in the
liberal arts, Kenyon celebrates its
origins even as it looks to a shining
future. Since its founding in 1824 by
Philander Chase, first Bishop of Ohio,
the College has been proudly
associated with the Episcopal Church
and with the academic traditions of
England's ancient colleges. But the
Bishop wished his college to be an
emphatically American institution, its
life that of the frontier, its purpose to
open new territories of the mind.
Kenyon has ever since been
pioneering, responding to a constantly
changing world. What was once the
"Kenyon Plan" became the Advanced
Placement Program. Academic
advising began here. The Kenyon
Review has helped to make the academic
community a major force in
literature and the arts, as well as of
scientific research and scholarship.
But Kenyon's respected position is
due chiefly to its dedication to the
highest quality in undergraduate
education, free of the distractions of
graduate and professional schools.
Deliberately controlling its growth
to its present enrollment of 1450,
Kenyon has sought to preserve each
student's sense of membership in the
College and to champion a form of
teaching which emphasizes a close
dialogue between students and
professors. All the College's resources
are focused upon the crucial elements
in liberal education, the most vital and
relevant form of education in that it
deals with the permanent, unaltering
concerns of humankind.
As important to its students'
development as its liberal tradition
has been Kenyon's life as a residential
college. Its faculty as well as its student
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body are members in residence of a
strongly defined community, one
where individual privacy is readily
preserved, even while membership is
enhanced through living on a 600 acre
campus where everything centers on
education. In conversations on
sidewalks and lawns or in professors'
living rooms, in theaters and dining
halls, in dormitory discussions, at the
local post office or an all-campus picnic,
the best values of a small college are
everywhere evident.
Kenyon, however, is no
coeducational "monastery," living
apart in the Ohio countryside. The
College constantly reminds its
members that Gambier, often a "magic
mountain" to its students, is always
involved with the life of the larger
world. To that end Kenyon supports a
rich program of visiting lecturers and
2

artists—prominent among them its
own alumni/ae, successes in many
fields—even as it encourages students
to join in the creation of a diversified
cultural and social life. The College
sets before its students as a prime goal
of liberal education the idea of creative
and responsible membership, first in
the Kenyon society, then in our larger
society.
Pioneering still, Kenyon moves
vigorously to develop in its students
those qualities and capacities which
will make them shapers of the future
world. Traditional still, Kenyon
preserves, as news analyst Robert
Novak observed on a visit, certain
"unfashionable virtues: civility, an
appreciation of academic freedom, and
mutual respect between the faculty
and student body."

The
Curriculum
The

history of Kenyon
College is of permanence within
constant change, of an institution's
preserving its essential character as an
independent liberal arts college while
adapting to an altering world.
Kenyon's curriculum in the 1980s
gives immediate evidence of the
College's ongoing metamorphosis.
Courses which move students directly
to the frontier of contemporary
scientific inquiry or into avant garde
experiment in the arts stand alongside
equally vital courses of inquiry into the
most traditional and abiding of human
concerns. The study of ancient
literatures or religions has its place at
Kenyon with modern sociology and
the most recent developments in
psychology. Using a sophisticated
computer to model atomic structures
or T.V. videotape equipment to monitor
animal behavior is today as familiar
a part of liberal education at Kenyon
as the critical reading of Homer or
discussion of Kant's categorical
imperative.
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Yet new modes of investigation and
contemporary instruments serve in
the end to strengthen Kenyon's
commitment to that idea which has
always sustained the College: that men
and women, who wish to lead lives
valuable to themselves and to society,
must first know themselves as human
beings. Kenyon's first emphasis
continues to be upon those arts and
sciences through which mankind has
sought to give full expression to its
identity and its place in the universe.
We know our humanity in all its
fullness only if we understand
ourselves in the large context of
history, in our identity as social beings,
in our place in the animal kingdom and
the physical realm, and in the glorious
accomplishments of the creative
imagination.
Because Kenyon has neither
professional schools nor vocational
4

departments, the College is able to
provide a remarkable richness in its
curriculum and to afford its students
a depth of experience in its academic
disciplines which would be unusual
for undergraduates even in a large
university. Focusing upon traditional
subject matters has permitted Kenyon
to have its departments staffed at as
much as twice the level of colleges of
its size. Moreover, the Kenyon
faculty is a body of highly competent
scholars and experts, known for their
research and writing as much as for
their excellent teaching. In their
activity Kenyon students find the
model for what the College proposes in
the curriculum for its undergraduates,
namely the effort to master a
particular body of knowledge within
the larger frame of understanding that
the liberal arts together provide.

At the heart of each
student's course of study is the major.
This demands a significant
concentration of energies in a
comprehensive and disciplined
investigation, whether within one of
the academic departments or in
combining work in two or more
disciplines in a synoptic major of the
student's own design. In either case,
students find opportunity to follow
their interests and aspirations, while
laying a foundation for work beyond
the College.
Complementing the values realized
through the concentrated study of a
particular body of subject matter is the
richness that comes from significant
engagement with a variety of
disciplines. Throughout their Kenyon
years students are encouraged to
diversify their studies. Initially
diversification engenders new
enthusiasms and challenges. Later it

The
Course
Of
Study
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affords new perspectives on
alternative fields and develops the
powers of synthesis and
discrimination, as students reason out
the confrontations among the
disciplines. It is the hallmark of the
liberal college that its members
willingly become engaged with one
another's interests and enthusiasms.
Such mutual involvement has given
Kenyon particular strength as an
academic community.
Faculty advising is a Kenyon
invention, begun as long ago as 1826.
Members of the faculty remain
especially accessible to students, and
every student has the opportunity to
develop a suitable program for the year
with the close help of his or her faculty
advisor. It is the responsibility of
advisors to express the general faculty
interest in seeing students work in a
wide range of subject matter and in
various modes of study, even while
they assist students in selecting a
course program especially fitted to
prepare them for the work they wish
to do after graduation. Thus in every
student's course of study will be
found liberal education's
distinguishing mode of bringing
individual and collective interest into
creative engagement.
The faculty cannot, of course,
provide students with a liberal
education ready-made. A liberal
education is, in fact, achieved only by
continuing endeavor and reflection
well beyond the undergraduate years.
The liberal curriculum is a
demonstration of the essential
elements in collegiate education and of
the practices that can produce the
liberally educated person. The years
at the College serve to launch and
give direction to that continuing
pursuit.
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Thus the requirements for Kenyon's
Bachelor of Arts degree should be seen
as guidelines established by the faculty,
within which every student will find
what is essential to his or her
pursuit of liberal education and within
which may be realized the creative
tensions between the individual
interest and the activity of the
collegium. While these requirements
permit each student to follow a course
of study most suited to his or her
personal development, they provide a
common structure for the work of all
members of the College, students and
faculty members alike, reminding all
that balance and coherence are
necessary to truly liberal study. It is a
chief intention of these requirements
that faculty members and students
shall organize their courses in such a
way that the study of one subject
illuminates, and is illuminated by,
work in another.

General Degree
Requirements
The degree requirements of Kenyon
College are based on four academic years
of undergraduate work. The academic
year's work ordinarily provides four
units of credit. A year course counts for one
unit, a semester course for one-half unit.
A unit credit is the equivalent of an
eight credit-hour course. The candidate
for the degree submits four years
of work which includes sixteen units of
credit in which a satisfactory average
(C) is achieved. The mere accumulation
of credit units, however, does not in itself
fulfill the requirements for the degree;
every program must satisfy the
following basic principles and
requirements:
1. To enrich understanding and broaden
vision the student must earn a unit of
credit in at least five departments which
are in at least three divisions. The
divisions and their departments are:
Fine Arts (Art, Drama, Music)
Humanities (Classics, English, Modern
Foreign Languages and Literatures,
Philosophy, Religion)
Natural Sciences (Biology, Chemistry,
Mathematics, Physics, Psychology)

4. To allow the opportunity for study in
depth, it is assumed that a course taken
for credit will occupy a quarter of a
student's study time: the usual enrollment
for each student is four courses for credit
each semester. However, if the faculty
advisor believes that a student's talent,
academic program, or individual
necessity warrants an exception, the
student may enroll in up to five courses
for credit. Seniors may enroll for as few as
three half-unit courses in their final
semester.
The candidate for the degree must be in
residence at Kenyon for at least two years,
one of them the senior year, and must
earn no fewer than eight units of credit
in the College.
The candidate for the degree must
satisfactorily complete a major program,
including the Senior Exercise.

Early Graduation
The Kenyon degree is based on work
accomplished during four academic
years in residence at Kenyon. In
exceptional cases students with
distinguished records may be permitted
to graduate in fewer than four academic
years. Detailed criteria and procedures
are available from the Office of the
Registrar.

Social Sciences (Anthropology/
Sociology, Economics, History,
Political Science)
2. To encourage the integration of
insights from various disciplines the
student enrolls for full credit in at least
two departments at a time.
3. To prevent narrow specialization the
student may take no more than seven
of the sixteen units of credit required
for graduation in one department. A
student graduating with more than
sixteen units may earn additional
credits in any department.
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Major Concentration
The student's work in the College is
organized around a major program of
study. It is through this focus that
coherence in his or her work is achieved.
The major program is organized in one
of the following ways:
The Departmental Major: The
major studies may constitute a
concentration of academic work
undertaken in a single department. It is
the responsibility of the department to
determine the work necessary for
successful completion of the major.
The department may prescribe, as part of
the major program, courses outside the
department; however, the department
may not prescribe more than seven
units in the total program. The Senior
Exercise is conducted by the major
department. With the approval of both
departments concerned, the student
may take a "double major," following
the prescribed program of each
department.
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The Synoptic Major: The major studies
may constitute an integrated course of
study in two or more departments. It is
the student's responsibility, preferably
during the sophomore year, to formulate
the course of study after consultation
with a faculty member from each
department in which he or she will work.
These faculty members must agree to
serve as an advising committee, with
one of them serving as the principal
advisor. The program of study will
include at least eight units of work,
which may also include courses taken
prior to the formulation of the course of
study. Each department may designate the
core course (or courses) which it thinks
is necessary for all synoptic majors
choosing work in that department. It is
the responsibility of the student s
advising committee to supervise and
evaluate the student's Senior Exercise.

Listed below are some examples of
such interdepartmental work carried on at
Kenyon within the departments indicated:

American Ethnicity — History, English,
Anthropology
Classical Archaeology; Ancient History
and Architecture — Art History, Classics
Genetic Aspects of Human Behavior —
Biology, Sociology
The Opera — Drama, Music
The Narrative Tradition in English and
French Literature — English, French
Linguistics and the Psychology of Language —
English, Philosophy, Psychology
English Economic Imperialism — Economics,
History
Religious Expression in the Art of Indian
Asia — Art History, Religion

The Degree
With Honors
Collegiate Honors: A student may
receive the Bachelor of Arts degree
with College Honors (cum laude, magna
cum laude, summa cum laude), by
attaining an appropriate grade average.
In addition, exceptional students may
be elected to the Kenyon chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa.
Departmental Honors: The College also
offers the Bachelor of Arts degree with
Departmental Honors. To achieve this
distinction, students following a
departmental major may be invited to
read for honors during the junior and
senior years. Successful candidates
will receive the degree with Honors, High
Honors, and Highest Honors in their
respective majors.
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The Five-Year
Double-Degree
Program
To help students derive maximum
benefit from a year of study abroad or at
another American institution, the
faculty has provided a unique opportunity
for students in a special five-year program.
The program follows this plan: in the
third year at Kenyon the student develops
with a major advisor a program of study
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for the next two years; the fourth
year is spent at a foreign university
(or, in special cases, at an American
institution) in a program which will
contribute to the development of special
competence in the selected subject; the
student spends a fifth year at Kenyon,
during which he or she is called on to
write an extended paper or do other work
which demonstrates the drawing
together of the materials from major
courses in the College and from the fourth
year of work. To a student who
successfully completes this program, the
College grants the A.B. degree and a
second Bachelor's degree, either a Bachelor
of Fine Arts or the Bachelor of Philosophy.

Summer School
Study
Summer School Study: Kenyon College
does not offer a summer school program.
A student who elects courses at a
summer school elsewhere must submit to
the Registrar for approval the proposed
program of study, having first secured
approval in writing from his faculty
advisor. Failure to do so may result in
refusal by the College to accept work for
credit. No more than two of the minimum
of sixteen credits required for graduation
may be earned in summer school.

Maintenance of
Standards
The College reserves the right to require
any student to withdraw from Kenyon if
he or she fails to meet the standards
of scholarship expected, is endangering
his or her own health or that of other
students, or is found to have fallen
seriously below the standards of behavior
set forth in the Student Handbook.

Special Kenyon Programs
The Integrated
Program in
Humane Studies
This program offers a distinctive
educational experience to a limited number
of students, starting in the freshman
or sophomore year. Instead of taking
separate classes, each taught by a different
professor, the group of sixty works with
several faculty members representing
various disciplines in a common inquiry
into "The Human Predicament."
Professors of chemistry, classics,
English, philosophy, political science and
religion are currently involved.
The study is conducted chiefly through
small seminars and individual tutorials.
Formal lectures in which the faculty
introduce the texts, selected from the
great classics of thought and literature,^
occupy only a small part of the student s
time. Special attention is given to the
improvement of literary style and of the
ability to write clearly and critically.
IPHS in no way conflicts with the
specialized work undertaken in the major
department. The Program takes the
place of some of the courses that every
Kenyon student takes outside the major as
part of a liberal education. By helping
to confront the basic issues of human
life and to develop coherent values it
should contribute to the student's capacity
to work responsibly in any field. Those
enrolled in IPHS have planned careers
or graduate work in law, medicine,
business, journalism, education, English,
foreign service, library science, philosophy,
politics, sociology and other areas.
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In the first year the program occupies
three quarters of the student's time (three
units of credit). The area of study is
The Human Predicament in Nature—issues
arising from the fact that we are both part
of, and yet different from, the rest of
nature.
In the second year the program takes
half of the student's time (two units of
credit) on the theme The Human
Predicament in History problems arising
from the relation between the individual
and the cultural and social environment.
During the senior year students
participate in a seminar (one unit of credit)
on The Human Predicament in the Modern
World. This includes discussion of specific
ethical issues that may be confronted
in different professions and careers.
Enrollment in the program is limited,
but it is not restricted to those with high
secondary school class rank or test
scores. Serious intellectual curiosity and a
capacity for disciplined study are more
important qualifications. Students can
withdraw from the program, with
credit for the work completed, and register
in regular departmental courses at the end
of any semester.
A full syllabus and application form
may be obtained from the Director of
IPHS, Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio
43022.

Off-Campus Study
A wide variety of off-campus study
programs is available to any student
in good standing who believes that his or
her education would be enhanced by a
period of study away from Kenyon.
Through consultation with the Director of
Off-Campus Studies and the student's
major advisor a program of study

that will be compatible with the individual's
degree work may be arranged. The
College believes that any program of
study off campus should be an integral part
of the student's degree work. The
application process is best begun early
in the sophomore year. Advance written
approval to receive academic credit must be
granted by the appropriate faculty
committee.

Exeter
In conjunction with the University of
Exeter in England, Kenyon College
has arranged a program which provides
students the opportunity to spend a
year of study in England, supervised by a
member of the Kenyon faculty. Designed
primarily to encourage students of
English to enhance their opportunities
to study the literature of England at its
source, the program is open to others

in the Kenyon College community
who are able to combine work in their
particular major with an emphasis on
literary topics. The year consists of course
work at Exeter University with a
tutorial program directed by the
accompanying member of Kenyon's
faculty.
The program arose out of a desire to
provide Kenyon students with a
well-integrated, high quality program in
England that would be fully coordinated
with the ongoing program of studies at
Kenyon. The academic work undertaken
at Exeter is of comparable quality to
that at Kenyon. Each student enrolls for
a full course of study at Exeter and
receives the credit equivalent to a
full year's work at Kenyon.
Financial aid is available.
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Cooperative OffCampus Programs
Through its membership in the Great
Lakes Colleges Association (GLCA),
Kenyon is able to make available to its
students a number of off-campus
international programs administered
by member schools.
GLCA-administered overseas programs
from which Kenyon students may select
include those in Africa (Senegal, Ghana, ^
Kenya, Liberia and Sierra Leone); Bogota,
Colombia; Exeter, England; France;
Hong Kong; India; Japan; Scotland and
Yugoslavia.
Domestic off-campus programs are
also offered through the GLCA. The
Philadelphia Urban Semester combines
seminars and field study in and of
urban society. In the Newberry Library
Program in Chicago, students pursue
interdisciplinary research projects
in the humanities. Research experience
is provided in the sciences and social
sciences at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Tennessee. Financial
aid is usually available.
In addition to those programs sponsored
by the GLCA, Kenyon students have
participated in many other off-campus
study programs administered by the
Institute of European Studies, the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest, and
various American colleges and universities.
Limited financial aid is available on a
competitive basis.
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Pre-Professional
Studies
Premedical Study is accomplished,
not through a fixed curriculum, but
through a set of courses taken as part of or
in conjunction with the student s chosen
major. A member of the faculty serves
as premedical advisor and counsels
students on their selection of courses
and the organization of their work,
as well as on the procedures to be followed
for applying to medical schools. All the
courses required for admission to medical
schools are available annually at Kenyon.
A cooperative program in nursing with the
Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing at
Case-Western Reserve University is available.
Pre-Law Study does not involve a
specific curriculum. Law schools give
preference to the liberally educated
student who has pursued a balanced
course of study which emphasizes the
cultivation of written and oral
analytical skills. To guide the pre-law
student at Kenyon the faculty has
designated one member as pre-law advisor,
who, in cooperation with the Career
Development Center, assists individual
students in their preparation for law
school. The Law School Admission
Test (LSAT) is administered each year on
campus in October and December.
Pre-Engineering Study is available
at Kenyon through a Cooperative
Engineering Program offered in
conjunction with Washington University
in St. Louis, Missouri and Case-Western
Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio.
Under the plan a student attends Kenyon
for three years and the engineering
school for two years. At the end of the
five-year period, the student receives an
A.B. degree from Kenyon and a B.S.
degree from the other institution.

i liljiii
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The Library
The books and journals which comprise
the collections of Chalmers Memorial
Library have been acquired with one
aim consistently in mind, namely, to
support the academic program of the
College. By virtue of special gifts and
other out of the ordinary resources, some
subjects are supported by collections of
unusual strength. Mathematics, as an
example, is represented in exceptional,
international depth by a collection
carefully chosen during several decades
by distinguished, discriminating
scholars. The Library's holdings of German
literature, as another example, are
extraordinarily comprehensive for an
undergraduate program, thanks entirely
to the efforts of an assiduous, tireless
member of the faculty collecting in the
College's behalf.
It would be anticipated that modern
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English language literature, especially
poetry and criticism, would loom
large in the Library's holdings in view of
the distinction of the teacher-scholarauthors, such as the late John Crowe
Ransom, who have been and are active at
Kenyon. And, indeed, the holdings of
contemporary poetry and criticism, made
possible by several enlightened
donors, form a collection unrivaled in
the Midwest. At times, entire special
collections are given to the Library by
alumni or friends. Such is the case of the
Charles Riker Collection of William
Butler Yeats, an in-depth collection
of first and variant editions of Yeats,
and works about them and him. Similarly, a
varied and large Typography Collection
devoted to the art of the book and rich in
original examples, was established
with the assistance of an alumnus who
thus shares his deep interest and expertise
in this fascinating subject with the
entire College community.
In an entirely different area, the
College has been particularly fortunate to
be a depository library for United States
documents for more than a century.

The extensive sets of eighteenth and
nineteenth century documents
are an invaluable resource for firsthand
research and are a point of great pride to
the College. Our holdings of original
editions of the reports of the Bureau
of American Ethnology and the
Smithsonian Institution, classics in
North American anthropology, have
formed the bases upon which a wideranging, up-to-date anthropological
collection has been built.
These examples of special strengths

in the holdings of Chalmers Memorial
Library have been described in the hope
that the quality and sophistication of the
collections will be made clear to those
unfamiliar with Kenyon. Quantitative
measures are nearly always requested by
anyone considering a library or
libraries. Chalmers Memorial Library
contains approximately 272,500 volumes
(including government documents);
approximately 13,000 pieces of microfilm;
and subscribes currently to 985 journals
and periodicals.
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Anthropology and Sociology
The Department of Anthropology and
Sociology represents the two distinct yet
complementary disciplines which are
concerned with understanding the
human condition: anthropology, which
focuses on the biological and cultural
foundations of human existence, both past
and present; and sociology, which centers
on the form, content and change of
social relationships.*
The study of anthropology and
sociology is based on the premise that
increasing our understanding of the
world will lead to greater self-awareness.
Thus, through investigation of the forces
which have molded and continue to shape
human behavior, and through analysis of
the consequences of organized action,
anthropology and sociology advance the
possibility of intellectual liberation.
Kenyon's Department of Anthropology
and Sociology has unusual breadth in both
disciplines. Anthropology, for example, has
full-time faculty representation in
18

physical anthropology, archaeology, as
well as sociocultural anthropology. The
sociology faculty offers a full range of
courses in social psychology, social
theory and social organization.
The department believes that students
may benefit from a variety of educational
experiences and encourages interested
students to participate in appropriate
off-campus programs both in the U.S. and
abroad. Departmental majors have studied
in Europe and Latin America, spent urban
semesters in Philadelphia and Boston, and
participated in summer field schools in
archaeology.
Taken as a whole, the anthropology and
sociology faculty seek to promote sound,
reflective scholarship through a broad and
intellectually rich course of study.

*The student may select work in either or
both of these.

Anthropology

Old World Prehistory

Human Origins: The Perspective of
Physical Anthropology

Survey of the cultural history of the Old World
from the Paleolithic to the rise of the major Old World
civilizations.

Overview of origin and evolution of both
Order Primates and humans. Laboratory segments
focus on human osteology and comparative primate
anatomy.

Field-based course designed to give practical
knowledge of and experience in the techniques of
archaeology.

Contemporary Humans: The Perspective
of Physical Anthropology

Problems in Ohio Valley and Eastern
United States Archaeology

Examination of the process of ongoing human
evolution. Focuses on the range of human variability
and the short term evolutionary change in human
populations.

Archaeology: The Past in the Present
Theoretical concepts and methods of
archaeology using examples drawn from major
excavations in the Old and New Worlds.

Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
An understanding of anthropology is gained
through consideration of concepts, methods and
history of the discipline.

Human Paleontology
Examines fossils from the major human
taxonomic categories (Ramapithecines, Australopithecines, Pithecanthropines, Neanderthals, and
Moderns) and focuses on rapidly accumulating
Plio-Pleistocene fossil evidence from East and South
Africa.

Human Evolution
Considers the history of evolutionary and
paleoanthropological thought followed by an
examination of various theoretical models (anatomical,
ecological, behavioral and cultural).

The Non-Human Primates: Evolution
and Naturalistic Behavior

Field Techniques in Archaeology

Analysis of the prehistory of the Ohio Valley
in the broader context of cultural development in
the Eastern United States.

Method and Theory in Archaeology
Seminar examining the development of
archaeological theory, analysis and interpretation.

The City and Urban Civilization
Sociological, anthropological and archaeological
exploration of the significance of urban society.

Peasant Societies in Modern Mexico and
Guatemala
Focuses on a variety of peasant cultures in
contemporary Mexico and Guatemala.

The North American Indians
The culture, history and contemporary status
of the Indians of North America from a variety of
perspectives.

Peoples and Cultures of Sub-Saharan Africa
The geography, prehistory, cultural diversity and
history of tropical Africa.

Peoples of India and Southeast Asia
Cultural development and cultural diversity in
southern and southeastern Asia, focusing on the
study of kinship, religion, economic systems and
political organization.

Race and Ethnic Relations

Reviews the evolution of non-human primates
from primate origins to humans, followed by an
examination of naturalistic behavior of living
primates.

Inter- and Intra-group relationships in both
Western (particularly the U.S.) and non-Western
(particularly African) societies.

Human Diversity and Racial Variation

Sex Roles in Cross-Cultural Perspective

Examines hereditary mechanisms of human
biological variation, microevolutionary processes of
ongoing human evolution, and anthropological and
biological definitions of "race".

Examination of biological and evolutionary data of
sex roles, the definition of maleness and femaleness
in other societies, and current changes in sex roles.

Biocultural Adaptation in Human Populations
Examines biological and cultural phenomena
of human adaptation to stress, and, contemporary
issues in sociobiology.

Human Osteology, Anthropometry and
Forensic Anthropology
Review of human skeletal anatomy and how
physical anthropologists generate and use data
from the skeleton.

Archaeology of North America
Survey of the prehistory of North America
(excluding Mexico), with emphasis on Adena and
Hopewell in the East and Anasazi and Hohoham in
the Southwest.

High Civilizations of the Americas
The development of civilization in Mesoamerica
and the Andes, specifically the cultures of the Maya,
Inca and Aztecs.

The Anthropology of Religion
Anthropological approaches to the study of
religion in an historical perspective.

Culture and Personality
The interrelationship of personality, social
structure and culture in cross-cultural context,
emphasizing the development of the subdiscipline of
psychological anthropology.

Anthropological Linguistics
General survey of one of the major subfields of
anthropology.

Kinship, Descent and Alliance
Examines anthropological theories and
controversies in kinship study.

History of Anthropological Thought
Major theoretical issues, principal figures and
continuing controversies in the development of 19th
and 20th century anthropological thought.
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Individual Study in Anthropology

For students who want to do advanced work
beyond regular courses or study topics not included
in regular courses.

Sociology
Sociological Perspective

Social Behaviorism

Considers the ideas of George Herbert Mead and
his contemporaries about questions concerning the
nature of society and human self.

Western Marxism

Development of Hegelian Marxism from Korsh,
Lukacs, and Gramsci, through Sartre and MerleauPonty to Frankfurt School of Critical Theory.

The Sociology of Emile Durkheim

A new vision of our world, including consideration
of social values and inequality, how we come to be
ourselves, and our changing social world.

Explores icleas and methodology of Durkheim, a
founding, highly influential sociologist.

Deviance and Social Control

Concept of authority in an historical analysis ot
power in traditional, industrial and revolutionary

Critically considers the generation of deviance,
its relation to other aspects of social life, and its
changing historical character.

Family and Society

Exploration of the dynamics of family lite and the
changing structure of the family in Western societies.

Sociology of Religion

Investigates increasing importance of spiritual
movements in West, structure of institutional church,
future of religion.

Social Stratification

Study of differentiation and hierarchy in relation
to economy, polity, cultural values and family life.

Complex Organizations

Analysis of nature and variety of formal
organizations in relationship to their larger social
environment.

Comparative Social Institutions

A multi-societal analysis of a selected social
institution (e.g., education, religion, family).

Social Change

An understanding of development of modern
Western world with emphasis on processes of loss of
community, individualization, secularization and
bureaucratization.

Socialization

Explores different processes through which
individuals become members of society.

Sociology of Knowledge and Science

Examines the relationships between knowledge,
science and technology in industrial societies.

Classical Sociological Theory: Marx,
Weber and Durkneim

Examines the concepts of community, authority,
class, alienation and the sacred as found in the
works of Kant, Hegel, Locke, Hobbes, Marx, Durkheim
and Weber.

Contemporary Sociological Theory

Examination of key concepts and categories of
contemporary sociological schools of thought such as
structural-functionalism, conflict theory, neopositivism, critical theory, cultural hermeneutics,
symbolic interactionism and Western Marxism.

Methods of Sociological Research

An actual research investigation to learn
techniques, promise and limitations of social research
for understanding human behavior.

Political Sociology

Questions of authority, power and class within
context of political structures and broader economic
and social issues.
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The Authority Seminar

, .

,

contexts.

The Self

Interdisciplinary course investigating from
psychological and sociological perspectives the
process through which our identities are formed and
changed throughout our lifetimes.

Art and Society

.

.

Relationships between art and society in the
creative process, the dynamics of performance, and
how art is a force for social solidarity and change.

Sociology of Utopianism: Industry, Class
and Workers' Control

Examines classical and contemporary theories
of democracy and socialism and their relationship to
contemporary social movements.

John J. Macionis, Chair, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Cornell), M.A., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania)
Russell P. Geiger, Visiting Assistant Professor
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan), Ph.D. (Southern
Illinois)
Rita S. Kipp, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Oklahorna), Ph.D. (Pittsburgh)
George E. McCarthy, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Manhattan), M.A., Ph.D. (Boston
College), M.A., Ph.D. (New School)
Howard L. Sacks, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Case Western Reserve), M.A., Ph.D.
(North Carolina)
Edward M. Schortman, Instructor
B.A. (Delaware), M.A. (Pennsylvania)
J. Kenneth Smail, Assistant Professor
A.B. (DePauw), M.Ed. (Pittsburgh),
M.A. (Indiana), M.Phil., Ph.D. (Yale)
Patricia A. Urban, Instructor
A.B. (Cornell), M.A. (Pennsylvania)

Art/Art History
The Art Department has designed its
courses to answer some fundamental
questions about the nature of visual reality
in our own perception and in the thought
and expression of other cultures.
Courses are divided between studio and
art history, and a student may major in
either area. The studio problems are
creative in both the analytical and the
constructive modes. A student may learn
to apprehend the formulation behind the
craft, the craft behind the finished
work. The mature student advances
to more personal expression through the
media of drawing, painting, printmaking,
sculpture and photography. The art
history courses concentrate on developing
the faculty of critical analysis and applying
it to the art and architecture of specific
eras, settings and themes.
While the majors in studio art and in the
history of art will prepare the student for
more advanced work in these areas, they
are offered as integral parts of the liberal
arts program. About 20-30 members of
each class elect to major in art. Recent
graduates have gone on to a wide variety of
pursuits, some in art, some in totally
unrelated areas.

Studio
Color/Design
Introduction to the interaction of color, color's
expressive potential and the principles of twodimensional design.

Drawing/Design
Introduction to freehand drawing and twodimensional design.

Painting
Introduction to painting in acrylic and oil,
investigating pictorial and abstract concepts and
metaphor.

Photography
Personal concepts in photography.

Printmaking
Study of form through media permitting
multiple impressions.

Sculpture
Exploration of three-dimensional art with
emphasis on permanent materials.

Advanced Studio
Individual work in all or any media.

Individual Study
Extension of basic or advanced course work.

Junior Honors Project
Independent work stressing ideas rather than
media. One semester.

Senior Honors Project
Independent work stressing ideas rather than
media. Full year.

Art History
Survey of Western Art
Introduction to historical development of the
Western tradition in art and architecture.
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Survey of the History of Architecture
General introduction to practical and
theoretical principles governing architecture.

Ancient Art
Examination of origins of classical art.

Medieval Art
Examination of origins of Christian Art.

Renaissance Art
Examination of rebirth of classical, humanistic
art.

Modern Art

Examination of origins of current historical and

aesthetic definitions of art.

Literature of the History and Theory of Art
Survey relating directly to the history, theory
and practice of art.

Individual Study
Extension of basic or advanced course work.

Junior Honors Project
Readings and papers in the history of art in
preparation for more specialized topic during senior
year.

Senior Honors Project
Research and writing of a senior thesis.

Joseph F. Slate, Chair, Professor of Art,
A.B. (Washington), B.F.A. (Yale)
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Eugene J. Dwyer, Assistant Professor
of Art History
A.B. (Harvard), M.A., Ph.D. (New
York University)
Martin J. Garhart, Associate Professor of Art
A.B. (South Dakota), M.A. (West
Virginia), M.F.A. (Southern Illinois)
Barry L. Gunderson, Assistant Professor
of Art
A.B. (Augsburg), M.F.A. (Colorado)
Joyce K. Parr, Visiting Assistant Professor
of Art
B.A. (Augustana), M.F.A. (University
of Iowa)
Theresa A. Schupbach, Assistant Professor
of Art
B.F.A., M.F.A. (Indiana)
Gregory P. Spaid, Assistant Professor of Art
A.B. (Kenyon '69), M.F.A. (Indiana)
Bonna D. Wescoat-Holtzman, Visiting
Instructor in Art History
A.B. (Smith College), M.A. (University of
London), M.Phil. (Oxon)

Biology
The Department of Biology seeks to
educate students in the liberal arts
tradition. We offer studies both to students
with a casual interest and to those wishing
a scientist's knowledge of biology. Biology
is a most relevant subject in today's world
with its pressing problems of adequate
health care and disease control, burgeoning
human populations, famine, widespread
pollution, energy shortages, fair and
proper utilization of marine resources, and
environmental protection. The study of
biology at Kenyon is concerned with these
subjects as well as providing a basic
understanding of the field, some areas of
which are experiencing an explosive
growth of knowledge. The major program
in biology is flexible and is designed to
accommodate a large number of student
interests: personal enjoyment,
environmental affairs and law, health
sciences (medicine, dentistry, nursing,
etc.), veterinary medicine, advanced
studies in medical sciences (anatomy,
pharmacology, microbiology, physiology)
and advanced studies in biology, botany,
forestry, marine biology and zoology.
The biology major program is
compatible with numerous off-campus
study programs.

The laboratories and equipment are
outstanding for an undergraduate
institution. Independent study is
performed by most students in the
introductory laboratory course, in some
advanced courses and at the research level
in the Independent Study and Honors
courses. The results of several of these
projects in recent years have been
presented in the departmental lectures
series, at scientific meetings, and they have
been published in scientific journals. Titles
include "Human chromosome banding as a
tool in studying chromosome and cell
function," "The caudal photoreceptor of
the cave crayfish," "Control of repro
ductive form in male crayfish," Hostplant-finding and Ovipositionbehavior of three species of butterflies,"
"A search for the Molting Gland in
Limulus polyphemus," "The role of
epithelial cell differentiation in Hydra,"
"Growth inhibition studies in roots of
corn," and "ABA, IAA and the geotropic
mechanism in corn."
Students are encouraged to participate in
departmental affairs. Student help is
regularly used in serving on a committee
to the chair, assisting in the numerous
laboratory courses, working in the
stockroom and departmental library,
caring for laboratory animals and
interviewing prospective professors of
Biology.
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Molecular Biology

Biology
Introduction to Biology

Integrated view of biology, team-taught by
members of Biology Department.

Advanced techniques which are used in biological
research are taught including methods for ion
exchange and gel exclusion chromatography, gel
electrophoresis and advanced microscopic techniques.

Laboratory course to accompany Introductory
Biology. Includes independent study.

A Biological Perspective

A broad survey of biological topics that are related
to human endeavors and problems. Designed for nonscience majors.

.

t

,

An analysis of early development in plants and
animals, with special emphasis on experimental
methods.

Principles of Evolution

Topics include origin of life, paleontology,
mechanisms of heredity, speciation and adaptation.

Ecology

Topics include predator-prey systems, plantherbivore systems, niche theory, succession and
host-parasite systems.

Field Biology

Field trips and laboratory work introduce
ecological techniques, hypothesis testing and natural
communities. Selected topics in Invertebrate Biology.
A range of topics including an introduction to the
envertebrate phyla, invertebrate physiological ecology
and morphological and physiological form and function
among invertebrates.

Plant Biology

An introduction to the anatomy, physiology,
taxonomy, ecology and evolution of plants. Field trips.

Microbiology

The biology of microbial organisms.

Comparative Animal Physiology

An analysis of biological function covering
topics on muscle, respiratory and temperature
regulation.

Experimental Animal Physiology

Laboratory work involves students with
electro-physiological equipment.

Plant Physiology

Physiological functions unique to plantsphotosynthesis, cell wall elongation, hormonal control
of development and transport of nutrients and
hormones.

Experimental Plant Physiology

Current and classical methods which are used to
investigate plant physiology and morphology.
Techniques include autoradiography, cell culture
and chromatography.

Genetics

A thorough understanding of basic genetic
principles in heredity, linkage, mutation and
developmental genetics.

Animal Behavior

The genetics and physiology of behavior,
perceptual systems, integration and storage of
information.

Experimental Animal Behavior

An independent investigation with several
field trips to observe behavior in the field.
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Experimental Molecular Biology

Introduction to Experimental Biology

Embryology

i

The structure and behavior of biological molecules
is discussed in relation to their functions. Emphasis
is on proteins and ATP metabolism.

Cell Physiology

Physical and chemical organization of cells,
exchanges between cells, and nutrition and growth
are among several topics.

Experimental Cell Physiology

A laboratory approach in cellular dynamics,
protein synthesis, respiration, irritability, growth
rates, ion movement and metabolic activity.

Marine Biology and Oceanography

Chemical and physical properties of water,
ocean currents, waves, tides, animal and plant
communities in oceans and estuaries.

Seminar in Biology

New topics offered each year.

Problems in Biology

Independent study and work done in summers
at biological stations.

Junior Honors Course

Seminars and discussions plus an original
research project.

Senior Honors Course

A continuation of Junior Honors with emphasis
upon the research project.

Robert D. Burns, Chair, Professor
B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Michigan State)
Nicholas Brokaw; Visiting Assistant Professor
A.B. (Princeton), Ph.D. (Chicago)
Kathryn L. Edwards, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Oberlin), Ph.D. (North Carolina)
Joyce Filippe, Visiting Assistant Professor
B.S., M.S. (Ohio University), Ph.D.
(Ohio State)
E. Raymond Heithaus, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Kenyon '68), Ph.D. (Stanford)
Dorothy E. Jegla, Adjunct Assistant Professor
A.B. (Mt. Holyoke), M.S. (Yale)
Thomas C. Jegla, Associate Professor
B.S. (Michigan State), M.S., Ph.D. (Illinois)
Elizabeth Mallory, Visiting Instructor
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan), M.A. (Dartmouth)
James Richard Stallard, Assistant Professor
A.B., Ph.D. (Emory)
Jay S. Tashiro, Visiting Assistant Professor
A.B. (Kenyon '73), Ph.D. (Syracuse)
Patricia Tennis, Visiting Assistant Professor
B.S. (Wisconsin), M.S., Ph.D. (Case
Western Reserve)
Francis W. Yow, Professor
B.S. (Western Carolina), M.S., Ph.D. (Emory)

Chemistry
Study in the Chemistry Department
offers both a scientist's knowledge of
chemistry and an understanding of the
significance of chemistry in the modern
world. We stress scientific thought
and the nature of chemistry as one of the
liberal arts. The major program (approved
by the American Chemical Society)
prepares students for professional work
or advanced study in chemistry, the health
sciences (medicine, dentistry, nursing,

etc.), engineering and the environmental
sciences. The study of chemistry is useful
also to those wishing to go on in business
or law.
There are twelve to sixteen senior
chemistry majors each year. Some seventy
percent of these graduates in the past two
years have continued their studies in such
areas as chemistry, medicine, engineering,
nursing, pharmacology and business.
Others have taken jobs upon graduation in
a variety of fields including chemical sales
and technical service representatives,
computer science and laboratory positions
in the chemical industry.
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Our department is housed in a modern
facility, containing teaching and research
laboratories, the departmental library
and the College Computer Center. In
addition to the usual apparatus and
equipment, such instrumentation as gas
chromatographs; uv-visible, infrared, and
atomic absorption spectrophotometers; a
spectrofluorometer; a nuclear magnetic
resonance spectrometer; and a recording
polarograph is used by students in their
regular course laboratories as well as by
students doing independent study or
honors research projects.
The requirements for the major in
chemistry provide a thorough
understanding of the theoretical and
conceptual foundation of chemistry and
encourage the application of that
understanding to independent projects
chosen by the student according to
individual special interest. (The Oak
Ridge Science Semester is available to
those who want the opportunity to
participate in off-campus research and
study.) The study of chemistry atKenyon
in the context of the liberal arts is a
challenging and rewarding experience
either for students who wish only a
beginning course or for those who select
chemistry as their field of concentration.

Chemistry
Fundamentals of Chemistry
Introduction to theoretical principles and
descriptive chemistry, providing an understanding of
broad impact of chemistry.

Principles of Chemistry
Theoretical principles and descriptive
chemistry as a foundation for further study in
chemistry.

Drugs and Society
An introduction to the chemistry and
pharmacology of drugs, both medicinal and
nonmedicinal, including discussions of their
sociological implications and ethical uses.

Energy, Environmental Chemistry
and Society
Scientific principles applied to the study of energy
sources and the consequences of man's technology,
emphasizing matters of air and water pollution.

Principles of Chemistry— Analytical
Chemistry
A continuation of theoretical principles and
descriptive chemistry. Emphasis is on the chemical
and physical properties of solutions plus the study of
the principles of analytical chemistry including
application of equilibria in methods of analysis.
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Analytical Chemistry Laboratory
A continuation of the laboratory program in
analytical chemistry.

Instrumental Analysis and Separations
Advanced principles and techniques for analysis
of both inorganic and organic compounds, including
discussion of spectrophotometric and electrometric
methods plus experiments involving multi-component
systems.

Organic Chemistry
A study of chemical and physical properties of
carbon compounds with emphasis on molecular
structure and reaction mechanisms.

Physical Chemistry
Examination of broad areas of physical
chemistry, namely thermodynamics, kinetics and
structure of both the atom and molecules.

Advanced Inorganic Chemistry
Study of inorganic compounds selected on basis of
current scientific interest with emphasis on correlation
of structure, bonding, thermodynamic and kinetic
considerations with properties of the systems
being investigated.

Biochemistry
The structure and function of biologically
important molecules with emphasis on thermodynamic
and kinetic analysis of biochemical systems.

Biochemistry Laboratory
An introduction to the theory and application
of modern biochemical techniques.

Advanced Organic Chemistry
Advanced treatment of structure and reactivity
utilizing molecular orbital methods. Particular
systems investigated will vary.

Advanced Physical Chemistry
An advanced study with topics chosen by mutual
agreement between student and instructor.

Seminar in Chemistry
A special topics course offered upon demand.

Individual Study—Special Topics or
Laboratory Project
Tutorial work with a faculty member. Topics
and projects are agreed upon by student and tutor.

Junior Honors Course
Development of strategies for planning and
pursuing research in chemistry.

Senior Honors Course
Research experience leading to degree with
Honors in Chemistry.

James M. Pappenhagen, Chair, Professor
B.S. (Mt. Union), M.S., Ph.D. (Purdue)
Russell H. Batt, Associate Professor
B.S. (Rochester), Ph.D. (California, Berkeley)
Susan P. Cordle, Visiting Adjunct Instructor
B.S. (Otterbein), M.A.T. (Johns Hopkins)
Gordon L. Johnson, Professor
B.S. (Ohio University), Ph.D. (Illinois)
John K. Lutton, Assistant Professor
B.S. (Pacific Lutheran), Ph.D. (Purdue)
Owen York, Jr., Professor
A.B. (Evansville), M.A., Ph.D. (Illinois)

Classics
The study of classics concerns itself with
the one fixed point of reference in the
liberal arts: the origins. Courses in
classics are intended to acquaint the
student with the languages, literatures
and civilizations of our cultural
wellsprings, particularly ancient Greece
and Rome. The major in classics may
emphasize either the classical languages
(Greek and Latin) or ancient history.
Because classics comprehends all
aspects of the ancient civilization of the
West, it is in fact an inter-disciplinary field.
Greek and Latin are the fundamental
languages of the West, with literatures
extending over three millennia. Like the
courses in Classical Civilization, their
study enhances understanding of such
diverse subjects as Art History, Drama,
History, Philosophy, Political Science,
Religion and the modern literatures of
Europe and America.

Freshmen may enroll in elementary
language courses in Greek, Latin, and
Hebrew, and in intermediate or advanced
courses in these languages if their
linguistic proficiency is sufficient.
Advanced language courses incorporate
some features of the seminar, with
papers, reports, and discussions going
beyond the immediate interpretation of
the text. In addition to the regular
advanced courses, there are opportunities
for independent reading courses, including
Modern Greek and Sanskrit. The
department encourages its students to
study abroad, either during the summer or
for a year.
Numerically, classics is a small
department: its faculty numbers three,
while its population of student majors
ranges from five to fifteen. Kenyon alumni
who studied classics are now pursuing an
exceptionally wide variety of careers,
from writing and filmmaking to law,
business and the ministry. Further study
of classics on the graduate level has also
been a popular option. A member of the
Class of '68 is already a well-known scholar
in the field.
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Classical Civilization

Intermediate Greek

Greek Literature in English:
Epic, Lyric, and Aeschylus

Readings in Plato or Herodotus, drama, and
Homer.

Epic and Archaic phases of ancient Greek
literature including Homer, Hesiod, and Sappho, and
their influence on later literature of the West,
particularly Kazantzakis and Sartre.

Greek Literature in English: Drama
The tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides, and comedies of Aristophanes and
Menander, with relevant passages from histories of
Herodotus and Thucydides.

Greek Literature in English: Eros and
The Novel
Study of great novels of Greece and Rome—
the last of the major literary creations of pagan
antiquity.

Ancient Greece and The Near East
Study of East and West in ancient Mediter
ranean, Mycenaean culture, Mesopotamia and Egypt,
and the great war between Greece and Persia.

Fifth-Century Athens
Government, literature, and culture of Athens in
the era of her greatest brilliance.

Alexander and The Hellenistic Period
Greek history from the fourth through the
first century B.C., and the conquest of Asia by
Alexander the Great.

Rome's Rise To World Power
• Myths of Rome's foundation, the legendary
period of the seven kings, the establishment of the
Republic, the struggle between the orders, and the
wars of expansion.

The Roman Revolution
The turbulent history of the last 100 years of
the Roman Republic and the subsequent foundation
of the Roman Empire.

Claudius and His Empire
A study of the Julio-Claudian and Flavian
periods.

The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
The Roman Empire in the second, third, and
fourth centuries, and factors leading to its destruction.

Classical Mythology
A study of the important myths of ancient
Greece and Rome, their role in ancient thought and
literature and aspects as a foundation of Western
thought.

Greek and Roman Religion
Religious themes and ideas in the works of
ancient authors.

The Latin Element in the English Language
Principles of Latin word-formation,
Anglicization of Latin words, and selected topics
relating to historical linguistics.

Greek
Elementary Greek
An intensive course which covers basic grammar,
a short dialogue by Plato and/or a drama or readings
in the New Testament.
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Greek Literary Genres
Annually changing readings in the greatest
poets, dramatists, and prose writers; may include
Byzantine and modern authors.

Hebrew
Elementary Hebrew
Intermediate Hebrew
Biblical prose and poetry.

Latin
Elementary Latin
The morphology and syntax of classical Latin with
emphasis on prose composition.

Intermediate Latin
Readings in Latin prose and three books of
Virgil's Aeneid.

Virgil and His Antecedents
Ennius, Lucretius, Catullus, and
other Republican poets; Virgil's debt to his
predecessors and his significance in the history of
Roman literature.

Horace and Catullus
A literary-critical study of the structure,
imagery, and tone of the lyrics of Catullus and the
Odes and Epodes of Horace.

Roman Elegy
Greek and Roman influences in the
development of the Roman love elegy; major Augustan
elegists.

Latin Prose Authors
Republican prose through readings relating to
Caesar's proconsulship in Gaul; prose literature of
the Empire has the principate of Claudius as its
focus.
Other course options open to students of Greek
or Latin include Modern Greek, individual study,
and a program of studies leading to a degree with
Honors.

William E. McCulloh, Chair, Professor
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan); B.A. (Oxon),
Ph.D. (Yale)
Robert E. Bennett, Associate Professor
A.B. (Trinity), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale)
Clifford W. Weber, Associate Professor
A.B. (Harvard), Ph.D. (California, Berkeley)

Drama
The enterprise of theater, encompassing
both the arts of the drama and of the dance,
past and present, is the concern of the
Department of Drama. The central objects
of our study are the play and the dance
and the ways they are brought to life in
performance. Early in our program
students learn—by doing—the jobs
of the artists who collaborate to make the
play and the dance live on stage. Courses
range from concentrating on the play
and dance as they were performed in their
historical context to exploring in depth
the work of the artists of the theater: the
playwright, choreographer, actor, director
and designer. There are also courses in
voice and diction, dance technique, and in
the history of the film. Almost all courses
involve, in conjunction with reading and
critical writing, the performance of
problems and exercises. Students are
encouraged to pursue independent work
in either historical/critical research or in
creative activity in theater art. The
department's facilities in the Dance Studio,

the Hill Theater and the new Bolton
Theater provide exciting theatrical spaces
for the student's creative work.
The major in Drama, which can
emphasize either theater or dance, is
designed for any student with an interest
in the subject and should not
be thought of as preprofessional, although
the student who graduates with either
concentration will be well prepared to
pursue a graduate degree or professional
training in the subject. With the emphasis
on the play or dance in performance, the
co-curricular production program plays
an important part in the Department's
work. The Kenyon College Dramatic Club
sponsors much of the theatrical and dance
activity in the community. In a typical year,
the club produces three faculty-directed
plays, two dance concerts, and up to eight
productions directed or choreographed by
students. The club also brings companies
of professional actors and dancers to
Kenyon. All of the productions are made
possible by the work of casts and crews
made up entirely of Kenyon students.
Auditions and crew positions are open
to all interested students in the College,
regardless of previous experience or major.
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Drama

Junior Honors

Voice and Diction

Individual study for junior candidates for
honors, under the direction of a faculty supervisor.

A study, using a variety of literary materials,
of the voice as an instrument for communication.

Senior Honors

Oral Reading

Individual study for senior candidates for
honors, under the direction of a faculty supervisor.

The vocal and literary principles in the
interpretation of works of literature.

Introduction to the Dance
Theory and practice of the dance as an art form
and varied aspects of its creation.

Dance Technique
Laboratories for the practice of dance at
beginning, intermediate and advanced levels.
Laboratory and audit credit only.

The Play and the Dance: Production and
Performance
Production of the work of an important
playwright or choreographer. Audit credit only.

Introduction to the Theater
Performance problems, readings and discussion
of the theory and practice of the theater as an art form.

History of the Theater
Historical study of the theatrical institution
from its origins.

History of the Film
Historical examination of the evolution of the
film as an art form.

History of Dance
History of the dance as an art form from its
origins.

Elements of Theater and Dance Art
Series of courses which closely examines,
through reading, discussion and laboratory exercises,
aspects of theater and dance.
The Director
The Actor
The Scene Designer
The Costume Designer
The Lighting Designer
Character Analysis
The Choreographer

Playwriting and Dramatic Theory
Theory and technique of dramatic writing and
the practice of playwriting.

The Stage and Its Plays
Series of courses in the selected plays of an
historical period or of an important playwright.
The Classical Theater
The English Renaissance Theater
The 17th & 18th Century Theater
The 19th Century Theater
The Modern Theater
The Contemporary Theater

Special Topics
Study of a particular playwright, period in
theater or dance history or an aspect of theatrical
or dance art. Topics are often related to the Dramatic
Club's productions.

Individual Study
Students, under the guidance of a faculty
advisor, undertake a project involving creative
activity in theater or dance art or a substantial paper
on a critical, dramaturgical or historical subject.
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Thomas S. Turgeon, Chair, Associate
Professor
A.B. (Amherst), D.F.A. (Yale)
Suzanne Palmer Dougan, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Vassar), M.F.A. (Yale)
Harlene Marley, Associate Professor
A.B. (Oklahoma City), M.F.A. (CarnegieMellon)
James E. Michael, Professor Emeritus
A.B. (Amherst), M.F.A. (Yale)
Daniel O. Parr II, Associate Professor
A.B. (East Texas), M.A. (North Texas)
Stacey L. Temple, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Tufts), M.F.A. (Smith)

Economics
Personal fulfillment and effective
citizenship require some understanding of
the principles of society. Economics is the
scientific study of those aspects of social
behavior concerned with choosing how
best to use technology and limited
resources for individual or social welfare.
Through its analysis of behavior,
economics can add much to our under
standing of vital public policy issues. A
grasp of the principles of economic life
enables the student to analyze public
policy problems such as poverty, inflation,
unemployment, economic growth,
pollution, monopoly power, consumer
exploitation, race and sex discrimination,
strikes, urban blight and restrictions on
international trade.
Economics can also be defined by its
methods of analysis. In seeking to
understand and predict social behavior,
economists build, test and revise models.
Economics students learn to work with
models of the behavior of consumers,
producers, factor suppliers and
government; and they study the market in
which these economic agents operate. This
technique for understanding the
experience of men and women in society
differs sharply from the literary and
intuitive methods of the humanities and
fine arts.
Economics is a highly integrated
discipline in which most economists work
simultaneously with theory (analytical
models), data, quantitative research
methods and public policy issues. Each
economics course at Kenyon introduces all
of these elements, in varying mixes. The
common thread among the courses is
reliance on models that predict human
behavior.
The major program in economics
provides a sound preparation for those
planning to enter business immediately
upon graduation and for those planning
graduate work in law, business
administration, public administration,
social work, economics, etc. Economics is

not, however, the only sound preparation
for these endeavors. A good liberal
education with a major in a discipline of
real interest to the student is most
important.

Economics
American Economic History
Analyzes economic variables that explain the
growth of the American economy and changes in
distribution of income. Economic analysis is used to
interpret the Constitution, slavery, the Great
Depression and other institutions, issues and events.
Political Economy
Uses simple economic models to analyze
government economic activity and programs for
environment, energy and poverty.
Principles of Economics
Introduces theories of consumer-producer
behavior to predict the consequences of individual,
business, and government actions in inflation,
unemployment, government regulation, sexual and
racial discrimination, energy production, price and
wage determination and pollution.
Economic Principles and Public Policy
Basic economic models applied to inflation,
unemployment, energy, natural resources and the
environment. Both unorthodox and Marxist critics
considered.
Microeconomic Theory
Theories of consumer behavior, production,
exchange, price and wage determination and income
distribution are examined in great detail.
Macroeconomic Theory
Theories of employment, price change and
economic growth are examined in great detail.
Government stabilization and growth policies are
studied and evaluated.
History of Economic Analysis
Examines theories of Smith, Malthus, Ricardo,
Say, Marx, and Mill and the modern theories of
Walras, Marshall, Keynes, et al.
European Economic History
Examines the decline of feudalism and the rise
of capitalism as explained by Marxism and new
economic history. Stresses the Industrial Revolution's
effects on distribution of economic and political
power.
Money and Banking
American monetary and financial system and its
relation to prices, national income and economic
welfare. Study of the Federal Reserve, private financial
institutions and government monetary mis
management.
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Labor Economics

Energy Economics

Labor-market determination of wages,
salaries, and distribution of income, sexual and racial
discrimination, job satisfaction, labor unions,
minimum wage laws, government manpower policies
and wage-price controls studied.

Explaining the factors that affect the supply
and demand for energy.

Portfolio Theory
Introduction to modern portfolio theory, stock
prices and the American stock market.

Industrial Organization and Public Policy
The structure, conduct, and performance of
American industries, the power of a firm to set prices
and anti-trust legislation.

Economics of the Public Sector
The "proper" role of government in
economy. Principles of taxation and expenditure are
developed.

Comparative Economic Systems
Alternative ways of organizing economic
activity, modern capitalism, the Soviet economy and
socialist systems.

International Economics
The benefits and liabilities of international
trade, tariffs, quotas and exchange controls.

Introduction to Mathematical Economics
Synthesizes mathematics and economic theory.
Emphasizes output and welfare optimization
techniques of microeconomics and output and
employment equilibrium analysis of macroeconomics.

Advanced Mathematics for Economists
Alternative to above for students able to
proceed more rapidly.

Individual Study
For students who wish to do advanced work
beyond regular courses or to study subjects not
included in scheduled course offerings.

Seminars:
All Economics Department seminars emphasize
preparation and class discussion of student research
papers. No economics seminar admits more than 15
students.)

Economic Stabilization and Planning
Considers government policies designed to
achieve low unemployment, stable prices and output
growth. Effects of fiscal policies, of monetary policies,
of wage-price controls, and of central planning are
compared.

The City
Analyzes the causes of contemporary urban
problems and reform actions and proposals.

Rich and Poor in a Meritocracy
Theory that the American market divides
output among individuals in proportion to productive
contribution of each. Roles of inheritance, education,
discrimination and government transfers analyzed.

Introduction to Econometrics
The construction and testing of economic models.

Economics of Less Developed Countries
Examines obstacles to and opportunities for
growth in presently low income countries.
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The Crisis of Regulation
Analyzes the nature of market failures and
concentrates on effects of regulation in America's
energy, communications and transportation industries.

The Economics of Education
Considers economic rationale for public education, ?
efficient use of educational resources, roles of different
levels of government and problems of inner-city schools.

Radical Critics of Capitalism
Examines Marxist and neo-Marxist critiques
of capitalism. Poverty, unemployment, business cycles, 1
inflation, imperialism, and economic development
studied from perspective of radical critics.

The Economic Analysis of Politics and
the Law
Economic analysis to explain political and legal
phenomena such as voting behavior, special interests, 1
property rights, institutional change and economic justice.

Junior Honors Seminar
For serious students more interested in problem- j
solving methods of economics than in structured study of
specific economics fields. Opportunities for personal
>
research and tutorial.

Senior Honors Seminar
For seniors who have participated in junior
honors seminar. The junior honors seminar and senior
honors seminar meet together, often in faculty homes. •]

Carl T. Brehm,Q,fljr Professor
A.B., M.A., (Drake), Ph.D. (Indiana)
Francisco Bataller M., Visiting Instructor
Diploma (Louvain, Belgium), M.A.,
Ph.D. (Ohio State)
Alan B. Batchelder, Professor
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)
Bruce L. Gensemer, Professor
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan), M.A., Ph.D.
(Michigan)
Charles W. Perdue, Visiting Instructor
A.B. (William and Mary), M.A. (George
Mason), A.B.D. (Virginia)
Paul M. Titus, Professor Emeritus
A.B. (Oberlin), Ph.D. (Princeton),
L.H.D. (Kenyon '72)
Richard J. Tretheway, Associate Professor
A.B., Ph.D. (Washington)

English
The Kenyon English Department is
distinguished by its unrivalled heritage, its
diversified and talented faculty, and its
dedication to good teaching. The
Kenyon Review, founded forty years ago by
the distinguished critic, poet and teacher
John Crowe Ransom, is one of the
country's foremost literary journals.
Co-edited now by professors Frederick
Turner and Ronald Sharp, it publishes
contemporary poetry, fiction, and
criticism, as well as significant commentary
on modern science, anthropology, history,
inguistics and philosophy. The vigor and
vitality of the Review characterize as well
Department's work. Its members have
achieved an impressive record of
publication in a wide array of modes:
poetry, prose fiction, scholarship,

criticism, and critical texts. Thus Kenyon's
literary heritage encourages variety in
academic specialization, and both critical
and creative writing; in addition it
encourages the flexibility in modes of
teaching which makes literary education
both rigorous and exciting.
And that the Department's primary
commitment is to the education of Kenyon
students is manifest in the number of them
who elect to pursue a literary education
here. More students major in English
than in any other of the College's
departments, and its larger courses are
heavily enrolled by non-majors. The
Department's variety of offerings is wide,
and ranges from small-sized introductory
classes to large lecture courses surveying
Shakespeare, the Novel, and British and
American literature. The broad range of
upperclass courses includes discussion
classes of historical, generic, and topical
content, and an array of advanced
seminars on special topics which varies
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from year to year. For the exceptional
student the Honors Program provides a
challenge to become thoroughly
acquainted with the traditions of English
and American literature, and the
opportunity to do extensive independent
study under the direction of a member of
the Department. In addition, the English
Department sponsors a program in
conjunction with Exeter University in
Devon, England, for junior members of
high standing. Under the supervision of a
Department member who holds the rank
of Visiting Professor on the Exeter faculty,
the program makes accessible to Kenyon
students the best of both the American and
British systems of higher education.
The Department of English, in its service
to the College, seeks to develop within
students the ability to read with active
understanding and wide appreciation, to
write with both clarity and grace, and to
come to that vivid understanding of
oneself and the world which is the especial
gift of literature. The virtues and talents
developed in Kenyon students by this
course of study have enabled them to make
careers for themselves in a variety of
fields both within the academic world, and
widely beyond.

The History of the English Language
English writings from eighth to eighteenth
centuries.

Medieval Epic and Romance
The life of the mind in medieval feudal
culture as represented in the forms of aristocratic
narrative.

Dante and Chaucer
Christian humanism of the High Middle Ages
in the major works of Dante and Chaucer.

Chaucer and Middle English Literature
Genres, styles and themes of late medieval
literature.

Shakespeare and His Contemporaries
The major works of Shakespeare in the context
of medieval and Renaissance drama.

Poetry and Prose of the English
Renaissance
Non-dramatic writers of English Renaissance
from Sidney to Dryden.

Seventeenth Century
Major poets and prose stylists of the century.

Eighteenth-Century Poetry
Eighteenth-century verse, its forms and subjects.

Nineteenth Century
English Romantic and Victorian literature,
poetry and prose.

Modern British Literature
Representative works of major British
writers from Hopkins to Auden and Greene.

American Literature
Major writers and traditions in American
literature from Puritans to Faulkner.

Twentieth Century American
A survey of the major writers and traditions.

English
Literature and Language
Close study of major works, based upon class
discussion and frequent papers.

Expository Writing
Extensive practice in writing essays.

Introduction to Writing Prose Fiction
Extensive practice in imaginative writing,
which is analyzed in workshop discussions.

Introduction to Writing Poetry
Workshop discussions of students' poems,
composed during the semester.

British Literature
Introduction to major figures and texts from Old
English to the Romantic Period

Studies in Shakespearean Drama
Introduction to works of Shakespeare, with
emphasis on his development as a dramatist.

American Literature
Introduction to major writers and traditions
in American literature.

The Structure of Modern English
Major characteristics of the English language
since the eighteenth century.
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Studies in the Modern Short Story
An historical survey of the form, culminating
in analysis of James, Conrad, Hemingway, Faulkner,
and O'Connor.

The English Novel
Eighteenth to the twentieth century.

Eclogue, Sonnet, Epic
From classical origins to seventeenth-century
expression, concentrating on Spenser and Milton.

Special Topics
Medieval Popular Narrative
Epic and Romance
English Renaissance Literature and Other Arts
Studies in Renaissance Lyric Poetry
Spenser
Studies in Shakespeare
The Metaphysical Poets
Milton
The Age of Dryden
Pope, Swift, Fielding: Age of Satire
Henry Fielding
Eighteenth-century Drama
Literature of Friendship
British and American Romanticism
Wordsworth and Keats
Austen and Dickens
Nathaniel Hawthorne

Development of the American Novel
Henry Adams and Henry James
Thomas Hardy
Studies in James Joyce
Studies in D. H. Lawrence
Women Authors: Poetry and Fiction
Heroes and Heroines of Prose Fiction
Studies in the Fiction of James Joyce
T. S. Eliot and Wallace Stevens
William Faulkner
Themes in Southern Literature
John Crowe Ransom and His Circle
Metaphor
Theory of Criticism
Afro-American Literature
Contemporary Poetry
Contemporary American Drama

Individual Study
Independent programs of student's own choice.
By permission of the instructor and chair of the
department.

Junior Honors Seminar
Special topics in English and American
literature. A course in practical or applied criticism,
the seminar includes study of both classic and more
recent critical essays.

Senior Honors
Perry C. Lentz, Chair, Professor
A.B. (Kenyon '64), M.A., Ph.D. (Vanderbilt)
Philip D. Church, Professor
A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan)
Galbraith M. Crump, Professor
A.B. (Hamilton), M.A. (Reading), D. Phil.
(Oxoti.)

Robert W. Daniel, Lee Vaughn Professor
A.B. (University of the South), Ph.D. (Yale)
Karen L. Edwards, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Brown), M.Phil., Ph.D. (Yale)
James S. Hans, Visiting Assistant Professor
A.B., M.A. (Southern Illinois), Ph.D.
(Washington)
Gordon N. Hutner, Visiting Instructor
A.B. (Kenyon '74), M.A. (Virginia)
William F. Klein, Associate Professor
A.B. (Butler), M.A., Ph.D. (Chicago)
Elizabeth A. Kowaleski, Assistant
Professor
A.B. (Trinity), M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia)
Ellen S. Mankoff, Visiting Assistant Professor
A.B. (Reed), M.A. (Johns Hopkins)
Gerrit H. Roelofs, Mcllvaine Professor
A.B. (Amherst), M.A., Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins)
Ronald A. Sharp, Associate Professor
A.B. (Kalamazoo), M.A. (Michigan),
Ph.D. (Virginia)
Judy R. Smith, Assistant Professor
B.A. (Connecticut College), M.A., Ph.D.
(Indiana)
Frederick Turner, Associate Professor
A.B., M.A., B. Litt. (Oxoti.)
John C. Ward, Associate Professor
A.B. (Amherst), M.A., Ph.D. (Virginia)
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History
History is the study of past human
activity in all its variety. A student of
history seeks to identify those events and
people in the past that were most
important to the past and those that
continue to be important to the present.
History offers us the indispensable
perspective of time, enabling us to
transcend our own parochial horizons.
Through investigation, analysis,
discussion and appreciation of our history
we may hope to come to a better
understanding of ourselves and the general
human condition. Because the study of
history opens up the dimension of the
past, it is an essential element of critical
thought and rational decision-making.
Comprised of humanists and social
scientists who are both generalists and
scholars, the Kenyon history faculty
represents a diversity of interests and
opinions. But all members share a concern
for the past and its role in informing the
lives of the liberally educated. Offering a
wide range of courses and a variety of
modes of instruction—from large lecture
courses to small seminars and tutorials,
including an honors program for juniors
and seniors—the History Department
provides an area of study appropriate to
those who desire to gain a better
knowledge, understanding and
appreciation of their heritage.

History
Western Society since the Seventeenth
Century
Survey of forces which have shaped the
modern age.

American History from the Founding
to the Present
Survey of course of American development.

American Colonial History

Examination of sources of American social and political
order.

American Social and Cultural History
Study of American family structure, ethnicity,
social mobility, and work patterns.

History of the South
Exploration of forces that have molded
America's most distinctive region.

History of the West
Study of westward movement in United States.

History of American Thought
Examination of ideas and modes of thought
that have characterized the American mind.

Foundations of European Civilization:
Medieval Period
Survey of European history from the fall of
Rome to fourteenth century.

Foundations of European Civilization:
Early Modern Period
Survey of European history from Renaissance
through age of absolutism.

History of Byzantium
An examination of the enduring Eastern
Empire.

English History
Survey of history of Britain from Roman days
to present.

Germany Since the Reformation
Interpretive survey of modern German history.

Studies in Russian and Soviet History:
From Emancipation to the Purges
Russian history since mid-nineteenth century.

History of Socialism
Theory and practice of socialism.

War and European Society: Culture and Cinema
Examination of modern European history by
means of powerful cinematographic statements.

Twentieth-Century European Diplomatic
History
Investigation of theory and practice of
diplomacy in modern world.

History of Science from Antiquity
to Modern Times
Inquiry into changing ways in which western
world has looked at nature.

History of the Ideas of Female and Male
Exploration of changing concepts of nature
and roles of men and women.

Introduction to East Asian Civilization I
Survey of Chinese and Japanese history to
1600.
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Introduction to East Asian Civilization II

Autobiography and History

1600.

Explorations of a genre as much literary as
historical.

Seminars

Florence 1100-1530: The Origin, Growth,
and Decline of a Renaissance City

Survey of Chinese and Japanese history since

American Puritanism
Inquiry into theological and social foundations
of America's first ideology.

Topics in the History of the American
Revolution
Study of nature and consequences of American
revolutionary radicalism.

The American Left
Analysis of that amorphous entity, the Left
in America.

Empire and Papacy
Study of the struggle between church and
state in the middle ages.

E)issent and Faith in Western Europe
Examination of orthodoxy and heresy in the
Middle Ages and the Reformation.

Medieval World Picture
Study of medieval understanding of physical

world.

Dante and Machiavelli

Inquiry into environment of genius.

European Witchcraft
Examination of social and intellectual
foundations of phenomena of magic and witchcraft.

Tudor and Stuart England
Study of English society in revolution.

Scientific Revolution 1543-1727
Analysis of great transformation of European
views about natural world.

Ancien Regime and the Enlightenment
Examination of French state and French
society and culture in age of absolutism.

France in the Age of Revolution 1789-1871
Examination of French social and political
history from collapse of ancien regime to founding of
third republic.

Victorian Culture and Society
Analysis of formation and dissolution of
Victorian civilization.

Inquiry into sources of Renaissance thought.
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History of Weberian Thought: Social
Science in the 20th Century

Robert L. Baker, Professor
A.B. (Brown), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton)

Study of an important strand of modern
thought.

Reed S. Browning, Professor

The Rise of Modern Japan

Joan Cadden, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Vassar), M.A. (Columbia), Ph.D.
(Indiana)
Clark J. Dougan, Visiting Instructor
A.B. (Kenyon '71), M.A. (Yale)
Michael J. Evans, Associate Professor
A.B., M.A. (Washington), Ph.D.
(Michigan)
Patrick D. Reagan, Visiting Instructor
A.B. (Kenyon '75), M.A. (Ohio State)
Jacqueline Robbins, Visiting Instructor
A.B. (Kenyon '73), M.A. (Pennsylvania)
Peter Rutkoff, Associate Professor
A.B. (St. Lawrence), M.A., Ph.D.
(Pennsylvania)
Kai P. Schoenhals, Associate Professor
A.B. (Kalamazoo), M.A. (Yale), Ph.D.
(Rochester)
William B. Scott, Associate Professor
A.B. (Presbyterian), M.A. (Wake Forest),
Ph.D. (Wisconsin)
Margaret E. Townsend, Lecturer
A.B. (Smith), M.A. (Washington University
H. Landon Warner, Henry M. Weaver
Memorial Professor Emeritus
A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard), L.H.D.
(Kenyon '73)

Exploration of the history of Asia's greatest
power.

Culture and Society: The Generation
of 1905
Examination of burst of artistic, social and
scientific creativity that ushered in 20th century.

Eastern Europe since 1918
Study of peoples who live uneasily between
Germany and Russia.

European Fascism
Inquiry into origins and sources of strength
of the fascist movements of our century.

Middle East: Modernization and Conflict
Interpretive survey of history of Middle East
from Ottoman Empire to present.

Revolutionary Traditions in Latin
American Politics
Examination of Latin American revolutionary
movements.

Individual Study
Opportunity to explore special topics through a
tutorial.

Junior Honors Seminar
Special seminar for majors who qualify for the
honors program.

Senior Honors Seminar
Opportunity to write and defend a major
research thesis.

Roy T. Wortman, Chair, Associate Professor
A.B. (Colorado State), M.A. (Colorado),
Ph.D. (Ohio State)
Stephen C. Averill, Visiting Instructor
A.B. (Colgate), M.A. (Cornell)
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A.B. (Dartmouth), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale)

Mathematics
The Department of Mathematics
incorporates in its program the study of
mathematics as an art, as a precise logical
structure and as a means to understand
and model the problems of modern science
and society. Increasing interest in the use
of mathematics as a tool in the social
sciences is reflected in the growing number
of mathematics students who are
preparing for careers in business,
government and computer-related
fields.
To satisfy the varied interests and
needs of students, the department offers
a wide range of courses. In addition to the
many courses emphasizing theory and/or
applied mathematics, there are a diverse
number of courses involving computer
programming and language literacy. Since

knowledge of computer technology is
becoming increasingly prevalent in today's
world, students are encouraged, in or out
of class work, to familiarize themselves
with the College's Computer Center and
its multiple capabilities.
Some graduates continue their study of
mathematics in graduate school and others
pursue careers in actuarial work, medicine,
law, banking, computer science, the
natural sciences, economics, engineering
and teaching.
Mathematics
Elementary Functions
Preparation for calculus: a study of polynomial
and selected transcendental functions.

Elements of Statistics
Basic topics in statistics, such as the normal and
t distributions, built on a study of probability.

Topics in Statistics
A continuation of above.
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Elements of Calculus

A semester course in topics drawn from
differential and integral calculus.

Calculus A, B, C

Three semester sequence covering differential
and integral calculus, including series and functions of
several variables. Each series includes problem
solving by computer programming.

Introduction to Computational
Mathematics
An initial study of algorithms and modeling with
the use of the PDP 11/70 computer.

Computer Organization and Programming
Study of the logical organization of digital
computers; includes assembler language programming.

Differential Equations
Analytic and numerical methods for solving
ordinary differential equations, including computer
techniques.

Elements of Linear Algebra
Analysis of systems of linear equations, vector
spaces, and linear transformations.

Linear Algebra
Further study of linear algebra including
canonical forms, characteristic values and vectors and
inner product spaces.

Elements of Abstract Algebra
Fundamentals about groups, rings, fields and
homomorphisms.

Abstract Algebra
Further study of groups, rings and fields;
for example, the Sylow theorems in group theory
and the Galois theory of fields.

Probability
Study of probability spaces, random variables,
stochastic processes and applications of probability.
Calculus is used.

Mathematical Statistics
Building on the probability course and using
calculus, a study of statistical techniques, including
multiple regression and analysis of variance.

Geometry
Affine, projective, orthogonal, and symplectic
geometries studied with the use of techniques of
linear algebra.

Complex Functions
The calculus of functions of a complex variable.
Includes differentiation, line integrals, Cauchy's
theorem, power series, residues.

General Topology
Basic properties of spaces such as connectedness
and compactness, and relations between spaces
preserved by continuous mappings and
homomorphisms.

Numerical Analysis
The solution of systems of linear equations and
differential equations by numerical methods;
numerical integration and approximation techniques,
all capitalizing on the computational power of a PDP
11/70 computer.

Analysis 1 and II
Rigorous study of the foundations of calculus
and analysis in Euclidean n-dimensional spaces.
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Mathematical Models

Intradisciplinary study using mathematical
models. Emphasis on linear programming, game
theory, topics from operations research, including
computer-generated solutions.

Junior and Senior Honors

Of variable content adapted to the needs of
honors majors.

Wendell D. Lindstrom, Chair, Professor
A.B., M.S., Ph.D. (Iowa)
Robert M. Fesq, Jr., Associate Professor
A.B. (Hamilton), M.S. (Rutgers),
Ph.D. (Oregon)
Daniel T. Finkbeiner II, Professor
A.B., M.A. (Washington and Jefferson),
Ph.D. (California Institute of Technology)
Robert M. McLeod, Associate Professor
B.S. (Mississippi State), M.A., Ph.D. (Rice)
Jeffrey L. Nunemacher, Visiting Assistant
Professor
B.A. (Oberlin), M.Phil., Ph.D. (Yale)
Robert A. Rennert, Associate Professor,
Director of Academic Computing
B.S., M.A. (Xavier), Ph.D. (Miami
University)
Stephen P. Slack, Associate Professor
A.B. (Columbia), M.S., Ph.D. (Wisconsin)

Modern Foreign Languages and Literature
The members of the Kenyon College
Modern Foreign Languages and
Literatures Department strive to make the
study of a foreign language as vital and as
rewarding an experience as possible, and
we consider another language to be an
irreplaceable prism through which one
can explore and integrate knowledge of

wide-ranging literary, cultural and
historical realities.
Not only is knowledge of a foreign
language a vital part of a liberal education,
but proficiency in a second tongue is
virtually a means to double one's
employment potential in the ever more
competitive job market of the 1980s.
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Language instruction is offered at all
levels in French, German, Spanish, and
Russian while Dutch and Italian have been
offered at the earlier levels of language
learning. Literature courses cover the
significant historical periods and provide
San opportunity to study major authors in
depth, with a few courses offered in
English translation. Civilization courses
provide an introduction to the various
cultures of Europe and Latin America.
The following activities and programs
suggest some of the interests and
objectives of the department:
The Kenyon Intensive Language Model
The Kenyon Intensive Language Model
brings students by the end of their first
year of language study to a level of
competency in oral communication and in
reading reached by students of more
traditional methods at the end of two years
of instruction. The program, which
immerses students in the foreign language
for two and one-half hours per day,
features dramatic classroom activities
aimed at dispelling inhibitions and
encouraging communication. Meetings
are with "Master Teachers" for five 50minute periods per week and with
specially-trained student assistants who
conduct rapid-fire drills for another five
50-minute periods per week. The latter
meetings involve no more than ten
students and, upon completing the course,
some look forward to participating during
the following year as trained (and paid)
assistant instructors. Finally, students
spend an additional half-hour per day in the
language laboratory.
Diversified Major Programs
1. Literature Major:
The primary concerns of this major
program are cultivation of the skills of
literary analysis and enhancement of the
appreciation of works of literature in their
cultural and historical context.
2. Modern Foreign Languages Major:
The aim of this major program is to
enable the student to develop proficiency
in language skills—reading, writing,
speaking and listening—of at least two
modern foreign languages.
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3. MFLL Area Studies: French Studies
Major; German Studies Major;
Spanish Studies Major; or Russian
Studies Major:
The aim of this major program is to
enable one to pursue a broadly-based
major by combining the study of foreign
language, culture and literature with such
fields as Anthropology/Sociology, Art
History, Classical Civilization, Drama,
Economics, History, the Integrated
Program in Humane Studies, Music,
Philosophy, Political Science and Religion.
Off-Campus Study
The department encourages study
abroad and, in addition to a rich spectrum
of off-campus opportunities administered
by other U.S. universities and open to
Kenyon students, two programs are of
particular note: the Kenyon/Earlham
Program to France and the GLCA Latin
America Program.
The Kenyon/Earlham Program affords
students a unique chance to live and study
in France at an earlier stage of language
preparation than is often the case for other
programs (students who have completed
the KILM introductory French course are
eligible to participate in the Kenyon/
Earlham Program). The program's
duration is for six months and provides:
further intensive language training in the
summer and fall; a liberal arts curriculum
taught in French which includes literature,
history and art history; and participation in
artisan workshops. Students live with
French families in three very different
parts of France—in a coastal village in
Brittany for 7 weeks, followed by 2 weeks
with artisans in south central France, and a
session of 11 weeks in Paris in the fall. A
Resident Director from the faculty of
Kenyon or Earlham supervises the group.
Kenyon administers, on behalf of the
Great Lakes Colleges Association, a
Spanish language and Latin American
Studies program in Bogota, Colombia.
Students may take language courses at any
level; advanced students can choose from
among a broad range of introductory and
advanced courses in the social sciences and
the humanities. Those wishing to create a
Latin American Area Studies major for
themselves can do so by studying in

Bogota. The program operates Summer,
Fall and Spring terms, which may be
taken in any combination. Each student
lives with a Colombian family.

to Gargantua, Le Tiers Livre, and a representative
selection from the three books of the Essais. Studied in
the original texts.

Curricular Innovations in European
Crosscurrents

Corneille

In addition to a variety of distinct foreign
literature courses, MFLL has introduced
team-taught, intradisciplinary courses
such as, "The Image of Woman: European
Crosscurrents." Spanning the major
periods in European literature from the
time of the troubadours to the
contemporary, the readings for the course
stimulate discussions of such dimensions
of the female as the tragic heroine, the
victim of society, the reflection of nature
and of artifice, an object of worship and of
disdain, and the source of man's dreams
and of man's fears. The format involves
both lectures and small discussion groups.

Racine

Moliere
Reading of Le Misanthrope, Le Tartuffe, and other
plays by Moliere.
Critical reading in French of major plays,
Le Cid, Polyeucte, Cinna.

A close study of Adromaque, Phedre, and a paper
assigned on Britannicus.

The Heart of Reason: Themes in
Eighteenth Century French Prose
18th century French attitudes to passion and
rationality, to reach a view of the many-sided 18th
century culture.

Icarus: The Artist Figure in
Nineteenth Century France

Evolving views of artists in relation to society
from early nineteenth century Icarian dreams of
Romantics to fallen Icarus portrayed in fin de siecle
art.

The Nineteenth Century Novel
New advances in novel writing. Major texts
by Stendahl, Balzac, Flaubert and Zola.

The Reading of French Poetry

Extracurricular Activities
Students may choose to live in a Frenchspeaking or Spanish-speaking section of a
dorm. Weekly language tables are held in
French, German and Spanish and
members of the teaching staff gladly assist
student-led club activities.
French
Intensive French
Equivalent of conventional beginning and
intermediate study.

Oral and Written French
Advanced grammar and introduction to stylistics
through translation and free composition.

Introduction to French Literature
Terminology and techniques of literary analysis
and comparative analysis of themes and forms.

Aspects of French Civilization and Culture
Primary attention given to what constitutes,
culturally speaking, the distinctively "French".

Expression of the Chivalric Ideal
and of Courtly Love in Old French Literature

Introduction to traditional metrics; emphasis
on nineteenth century.

Gide, Sartre, and Beckett (in French and
in translation)
Detailed examination of representative works.
Writers as literary craftsmen and as modern
interpreters of human situation.

Proust
A course designed to provide an over-view of
Marcel Proust's A la Recherche du temps perdu
as well as close examination of portions of this"roman
Fleuve".

French Poetry of the Twentieth Century
Exegesis of poems by such representative figures
as Valery, Apollinaire, Saint-John Perse, Eluard,
Breton, Ponge, Prevert, and Bonnefoy.

Individual Study

Work with a faculty member in special interest
area, linguistic or literary.

Junior Honors

Independent study of junior candidates for
Honors.

Senior Honors

Independent study for senior candidates for
Honors.

The Epic poem and the Romance together with a
selection of lyric poetry, studied mainly in modern
trench translations.

German

Problems in Poetry of the French Renaissance

Equivalent of conventional beginning and
intermediate study.

A study of the metaphysical-like poetry of
aurice Sceve and Jean de Sponde; the sonnet
sequence; Louise Labe, Joachim du Bellay; Ronsard;
grippa d'Aubigne and the "poetry of violence."

Prose of the French Renaissance
The art and thought of Rabelais and Montaigne,
enaissance Humanism studied with special reference

Intensive German

German Life and Letters

A modular grammar review coupled with
active and passive language learning situations.

German Conversation and Composition
Develops ability to express oneself orally and in
writing.
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Zeitungslekture
Develops rapid reading skills using newspaper
texts.

Decadence and Rebirth: German
Literature and Film (1889-1914)

Independent Study Project or
Tutorial
Work on individual basis with faculty member in
special interest areas, linguistic or literary.

Introduction to Dutch

Explores the literary and artistic developments
associated with imperial Berlin, Prague, andHapsburg
Vienna. Focuses on writers like Musil, Kafka,
Schnitzler, Rilke, Trakl, and Lasker-Schuler.

Sounds and linguistic structures of Dutch.
Simple oral patterns and a basic reading knowledge.

Weimar Culture: German Literature
and Film in the Twenties and Thirties

Italian

Examines poems, novels, manifestoes, plays, and
film scripts of the period. Focuses on writers like
Werfel, Heinrich Mann, Thomas Mann, Remarque,
Zuckmayer, Brecht, and Doblin.

Aspects of German Civilization
ana Culture
Overview of German cultural, social, and
historical trends from the ancient Germanic tribes
to the twentieth century. Considering architecture,
music, painting, literature, and the cinema.

Bertolt Brecht
A selective examination of the prose, poetry, and
dramatic works of this political author.

Franz Kafka
A detailed study of major and minor
masterpieces of the author.

Postwar German Theater
Critical readings of plays by Austrian, East and
West German, and Swiss dramatists, including Weiss,
Durrenmatt, Frisch, Hochhuth, and Kipphardt.

Linguistics and Language Learning
Focuses on theories of first and second language
acquisition, bilingualism, and language learning
in its cultural context.
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Intensive Italian
Equivalent of conventional beginning and
intermediate study.

Russian
Beginners' Russian
Develops a student's ability to read Russian.

Intermediate Russian
Grammar, conversation in Russian, reading
major Russian authors.

Survey of Russian Literature
Survey of 19th and 20th century Russian
literature. Focus on Pushkin's notion of mission of
Russian writer in society.

Spanish
Intensive Spanish
Equivalent of conventional beginning and
intermediate study.

Conversation and Composition
Grammar and speaking and writing skills.
Introduction to Hispanic literature and culture.

Hispanic Civilization
Introduction to art, music, history, culture of
Spain and Spanish America.

Don Quixote of La Mancha and the
Modern Concept of the Epic Hero
Cervantes' masterpiece as origin of modern
novel in Spain and in Western World; its influence
on Western thought and literature.

Spanish Literature of the Siglo de Oro
The development of drama, prose, and poetry
during the 16th and 17th centuries. Cervantes,
Lope de Vega, Calderon, etc.

Spanish Literature of the
Twentieth Century
The novel, essays, poetry and drama of ValleInclan, Unamuno, Garcia Loarca, Juan Ramon
Jimenez, etc.

The Spanish American Essay
Readings in historical, cultural, political and
literary essays of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries.

Colonial and Nineteenth Century
Spanish American Literature
Prose, poetry, and drama from the sixteenth
through the nineteenth centuries.

Spanish-American Poetry from 1880
to the Present
Analysis of major poets and movements from
Modernism to the present.

Borges, Cortazar, and the Contemporary
Spanish-American Short Story
Intensive study of each story and overview of
short story in Spanish America.

Robert H. Goodhand, Chair, Professor of
French
A.B. (Hamilton), M.A., Ph.D. (Rice)
Pierina Carcich, Visiting Instructor of
Romance Languages
A.B., M.A. (Yale)
Karen Coby, Visiting Adjunct Instructor
of French
A.B. (Dallas), M.A. (Middlebury)
Edward Harvey, Samuel Mather Professor
of French Language and Literature
A.B. (Bates), M.A. (Middlebury),
M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)
Edmund P. Hecht, Associate Professor of
German Language and Literature
A.B. (Ohio University), M.A. (Columbia)
Linda Metzler, Assistant Professor of Spanish
A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Kansas)
Charles A. Piano, Associate Professor of
Spanish
A.B., M.A. (Rutgers), Ph.D. (U.C.L.A.)
B. Peter Seymour, Associate Professor of French
A.B. (Oxon.), M.A. (Toronto)
Carolyn R. Toth, Visiting Instructor of German
A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan), M.A. (Cincinnati)
Maryanne C. Ward, Instructor of Russian
A.B. (Marymount Manhattan), M.A. (Virginia)

The Contemporary Spanish-American
Novel
Representative South American novels from
the 1950's to the present.

Junior Honors Course
Independent study for junior candidates for
honors under direction of honors supervisor.

Senior Honors Course
Independent study for senior candidates for
honors under direction of honors supervisor.
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Music
The Music Department offers a wide
variety of courses. Applied music, whether
individual or group lessons, or ensemble, is
the foundation upon which the rest of the
work of the department rests. Individual
lessons are offered in voice, piano and all
the major orchestral instruments. Choral,
string and woodwind ensembles offer the
student the experience of making chamber
music. It is, of course, only through
performance that music comes alive.
Buttressing the work of the applied
music staff is a full curriculum of music
history and theory. These courses allow a
student to put the music performed into
historical perspective, provide stylistic
guidelines for the performer to follow
and teach methods of analysis which may
be applied to the music. In addition, the
department offers a variety of courses
designed to teach the art of active
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listening. These courses require no
background and provide the student with
an overview of various aspects of the
discipline.
The Music Department offers a major
which requires study in applied music,
music history and music theory. The music
major is a flexible program designed to
meet the needs of each individual student.
It is, like any other major at a liberal arts
college, excellent training not only for
the profession of music, but for a variety
of professions not demanding specialized
background (law, business, education,
politics).
One feature of the music program at
Kenyon is a very active concert calendar.
During 1980-81 the department sponsored
over 40 concerts. Visiting artists of great
distinction are brought to campus, the
faculty perform frequently, as do the
students. These concerts provide an
enormous variety of music and serve as the
focal point of our creative energies.

Music
Applied Study: Beginning, Intermediate
and Advanced
Voice
Piano
Harpsichord
Organ
Violin
Viola

Cello
Guitar
Flute
Oboe
Clarinet
Saxophone

Bassoon
Trumpet
Trombone
Bariton
Tuba

Ensembles
Kenyon College Chamber Singers
A small choir devoted to the literature for
chamber ensemble both a cappella and accompanied.
Usually includes spring tour.

Kenyon College Choir

A large chorus designed to perform the
literature for chorus and orchestra. Both sacred and
secular works from the Baroque to the present will
be performed.
Instrumental Chamber Ensembles
Open to students with sufficient ability to play
chamber music for strings, winds and keyboard
instruments.

Music History
Music History: Middle Ages and Renaissance
A survey of Western music from the fall of the
Roman Empire to the end of the 16th century.
Baroque and Classical Music
A survey of western music from Monteverdi to
Beethoven.

Music History: 19th Century
A survey of Western music from Beethoven to
the end of the century.

20th Century Music
A survey of all major aspects of 20th century
music

Music and Society
A study of the role of music in society,
emphasis on Eastern Europe.

Music Theory
Basic Musicianship I & II
An intensive course in the basic materials of
music: pitch elements (scales, chords); time elements
(meter, rhythm). Emphasis on development of basic
techniques of music-making: sight singing, ear
training, keyboard work.

First-year Theory I & II
A study of 18th and 19th century harmonic and
melodic practice.

Second-year Theory
A continuation of first-year theory leading to
chromatic harmony, counterpoint and composition.
Form and Analysis
Study of the evolution of musical forms;
analysis of outstanding scores from all periods.
Composition
A study of the composer's art. Examples of
various forms and styles will be composed.

from Gregorian chants to modern jazz. Concerts ana
recitals both on and off campus.

History of Musical Instruments
Musical perception through tone color and the
history of important Western musical instruments.
Readings, visual arts, recordings and guest lectures.

J. S. Bach

Bach's world and the major phases of his
creative life.

The Musical Theater
A study of musical comedy, opera, ballet and
incidental music in Europe and America after 1900.

Daniel V. Robinson, Chair, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Harvard), M.A., D.M.A. (Stanford)
Roger Andrews, Assistant Professor
A.B., M.A. (Queens College)
Lois Brehm, Adjunct Instructor in Piano
and Harpsichord
B.M. (Drake), M.A. (Indiana University)
Tacy Edwards, Adjunct Instructor in Flute
B.M. (Kansas)
Robert Engelhart, Adjunct Instructor in Voice
B.M. (Capital), M.A. (Ohio State University)
Paul Posnak, Assistant Professor
B.M., M.M., D.M.A. (Juilliard)
Karen Ragle, Adjunct Instructor in Voice
B.M. (University of Akron), M.M.
(Northwestern)
Katherine Robinson, Adjunct Instructor in
Violin and Viola
A.B. (Stanford)
Jeffrey Rossman, Adjunct Instructor in Guitar
M.M. (Florida State University)
Frederick Schmidt, Adjunct Instructor in Clarinet
M.A., D.M.A. (Ohio State University)
Paul Schwartz, Professor Emeritus
Ph.D. (Vienna), D.F.A. (Kenyon '78)
James Shull, Adjunct Instructor in Violin
B.M. (Capital), M.M. (State University
of New York)
Janet Slack, Adjunct Instructor in Bassoon
B.A. (Oberlin), M.A. (University of Wisconsin)
Jane Smail, Adjunct Instructor in Piano
A.B. (Indiana University)
Lucinda Breed Swatsler, Adjunct Instructor
in Cello
A.B., M.A. (Stanford)
Cynthia Taylor, Adjunct Instructor in Piano
B.M. (Akron), M.M. (Temple)
Kenneth Taylor, Associate Professor
A.B., M.A. (Central Missouri State)
Viscount Thurston, Adjunct Instructor in Piano
B.M., M.M. (Ohio State)

Introduction to Music
,
Des'gned for those without formal musical
ac^8round. A study of musical style and thought
w,th emphasis on critical listening to major works
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Philosophy
The Department of Philosophy tries to
help students to think as well as
possible about the most basic problems
human beings confront: how one ought
to live, the nature and scope of knowledge,
the relation of the individual to the state,
the criteria of valid reasoning, the
possible varieties and values of art or
science. No possible solution to any of
these problems is excluded from
consideration, and none is accepted
uncritically. Our interest does not stop at
the history of what has been thought
about these matters. We attempt, as much
as possible, to sift truth from error, the
strong argument from the weak, and come
to our own conclusions. The extent to
which that is possible is itself a
philosophical question and one which is
subject to our examination.
Original works of the great classical
or outstanding contemporary philosophers
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are used in all courses. Texts are
examined critically to see exactly what is
being claimed, just how the conclusion
is supported, and whether or to what
extent it is successful. In class discussion
and in written work, we pursue these
matters further, proceeding by criticism
and analysis to raise more questions, and to
construct new arguments. Classes in
philosophy are generally small — seldom
over 30, often under 15 — and usually
emphasize discussion, since we believe
that dialogue between student and teacher
is the best way to learn.
Philosophy majors frequently go on to
graduate work, to law school and into
business. Recent majors have gone to
divinity school, into the field of biomedical
ethics, into advertising agencies, into
computer science and one has earned an
M.D. in internal medicine and an M.A.
in Public Policy.

Philosophy
Introduction to Logic
Identifying and evaluating informal arguments.

Introduction to Philosophy

The Later Wittgenstein

To acquaint the student with the spirit, methods,
and problems of philosophy.

Focuses on the later Wittgenstein, particularly
the Philosophical Investigations.

Symbolic Logic
An introduction to modern formal logic.

History of Ancient Philosophy
The historical development of important
philosophical issues, concepts, arguments and
perspectives.

History of Modern Philosophy
Major philosophical developments from
Descartes to Kant.

Existentialism
Development of existentialism and what
existentialists have to say about the self, the nature
of value, and concept of objectivity.

Legal and Social Philosophy
The nature of law and legal obligation.

Philosophy of Art
The theory of art, definition of art, truth in art,
and expression and intention in the work of art.
Introduction to Ethics
How, if at all, is one to make a decent moral
judgement?

Seminars
Metaphysics
Content varies, but includes such topics as the
nature and scope of reality, and the relation of logic
and language to the world.

Philosophy of Language
Thorough study of the theory of meaning and
an introduction to methods of lingustic analysis in
philosophy.

Contemporary Ethics
Examination of foundations of our moral
knowledge and nature of value.

Theory of Knowledge
Content varies but may cover such topics as
knowledge, belief, certainty, truth and perception.

Special Topics
Individual Study

Philosophical Ethics

A program that permits independent study for
credit of a topic of special interest to the student.

The normative ethical views of Aristotle,
Hobbes, Butler, Mill, Kant and Rawls.

Junior Honors Seminar: Philosophical
Analysis

Nietzsche's Philosophy

This course will study one or more major
philosophical issues in contemporary form.

Nietzsche's view on the foundations of
ethical systems in societies and general philosophical
problems.

Philosophy of Mind
Historical and contemporary theories of the
mind and the person.

Honors Directed Research
This, the last course in the Honors program
sequence, consists in the writing of a substantial paper
under close supervision of a member of the department
on a topic of the student's choosing.

The Nature of Historical Understanding
How historians seek to understand historical
events or processes.

Philosophical Issues in Feminism
Feminist issues in ethics, metaphysics and
epistemology.

Philosophy of Natural Sciences
Philosophical issues in the methods and
purposes of physics, chemistry and biology.

Philosophy of the Social Sciences
The nature of explanation in the social sciences.

Free Will and Determinism
Analysis of claims that man is free or
etermined, and the import of these claims on morality
and the nature of man.

Ronald E. McLaren, Chair, Associate Professor
A.B. (Kenyon '58), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale)
Cyrus W. Banning, Professor
A.B. (Harvard), M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan)
Daniel Kading, Professor
A.B., M.A. (Wisconsin), Ph.D. (Cornell)
Thomas L. Short, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Antioch), Ph.D. (Texas)
Lesley Cohen Spear, Assistant Professor
A.B. (California, Davis), M.A., Ph.D.
(Chicago)

Philosophy of Religion
TU '>^1^osoPhical work on the nature of religion.
e existence of God and His nature, the problem of
, e nature of religious language, prayer and
miracles.

ev'l'

Practical Issues in Ethics
Examination of moral issues which are of
current concern, e.g. abortion, human rights, the
environment.

Phenomenology
Examination of Husserl's proposal that all
itional Pr°blems of philosophy can be solved by

means of a careful description of structure of human
experience.
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Physical Education and Athletics
The Kenyon College physical education
program is designed to encourage all
students to engage in healthful physical
activities that maintain and improve their
own health, develop practical athletic
skills, foster an appreciation of physical
activities that bring enjoyment
and physical well-being while in college
as well as in future years.
The department offers a voluntary
instructional physical education program,
intramural athletics, intercollegiate
athletics and a wide variety of recreational
activities.
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Intramural Athletics
Touch football, badminton, volleyball,
basketball, swimming, pool, paddle and
table tennis, softball, tennis, golf, bowling,
track and field, inner tube, and water polo
are offered as part of the intramural
program. It is divided into men's, women's
and Co-Rec activities in team, individual
and special competitions.
Intercollegiate Athletics
The College sponsors varsity teams for
men in football, soccer, cross country,
basketball, indoor track, swimming,

baseball, lacrosse, tennis, golf, and outdoor
track. Junior varsity teams may be
sponsored in sports where the number of
candidates so warrant.
Women have an opportunity to compete
in several varsity sports. Field hockey,
swimming, basketball, volleyball, lacrosse,
indoor and outdoor track, cross country,
and tennis.
Intercollegiate Clubs
Men's Ice Hockey
Women's Soccer
Men's Volleyball
Ultimate Frisbee
Men's Water Polo
Equestrian Team
Sailing Team
Men's Rugby

Paddle Tennis
Physical Fitness
Power Volleyball
Racketball
Self Defense
Snow Skiing
Squash
Swimming (Beginning)
Swimming (Intermediate)
Tennis (Beginning)
Tennis (Intermediate)
Trampoline (Beginning)
Trampoline (Advanced)

Co-Recreational Program—
to provide coeducational recreational
activities for students, faculty and
administration:
Badminton
Bowling
Paddle Tennis
Softball
Table Tennis
Tennis
Volleyball
All Campus Activities
Golf Tournament
Tennis Tournament
Gambier Marathon
Gambier Bicycle Rally
Canoe Race
Frisbee Tournament
Physical Education
Archery
Badminton
Bowling
Canoeing

CPR
Cycling

Equestrian Program
First Aid
Fishing
Golf
Gymnastics
Handball
Egging

Lifesaving & Water Safety
Instructors Course
Beginning Lacrosse

Jeffrey Vennell, Director of Physical Education
and Athletics
B.S. (Springfield), M.S. (Massachusetts)
Karen L. Burke, Assistant Director
B.S. (East Stroudsburg State)
George H. Christman, Jr., Assistant Director
B.S. (Kent State), M.Ed. (Bowling Green)
William J. Heiser, Assistant Director
B.S. (Hofstra)
Sandy Martin, Assistant Director
B.A. (Cedarville College), M.S. (University
of Dayton)
Thomas F. McHugh, Assistant Director
B.S. (Notre Dame), M.Ed. (Xavier)
Peter L. Peterson, Assistant Director
A.B. (Kalamazoo), M.Ed. (Miami)
James Allen Steen, Assistant Director
A.B. (Kent State), M.Ed. (Miami)
James M. Zak, Assistant Director
B.S. (Bowling Green)
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Physics
For the scientifically oriented student,
physics at Kenyon can be a preparation for
a career in research, teaching or industry.
Physics, however, is also part of the
cultural heritage that a liberal education
seeks to explore; so, in addition to those
courses intended primarily for science
majors, the department offers several
courses designed for students
concentrating in areas outside of the
sciences.
In addition to the usual physics
apparatus, the department has an up-todate electronics laboratory, nuclear
counting equipment and supporting
instrumentation including a 256-channel
analyzer, a neutron source, a scanning
x-ray fluorescence spectrometer, high
vacuum and low temperature facilities, an
electromagnet with a well-regulated power
supply and a machine shop. Three
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telescopes are available for studies in
astronomy. All of the equipment is
available for student use. Programs in
experimental solid state physics involve
both students and faculty.
Physics students and faculty make
extensive use of the College's computer
facility for data reduction and simulation
of physical problems.
In addition, students gain "hands on"
experience in computer-controlled
applications using the Department of
Physics' minicomputer.
Typically, there are about eight seniors
each year with a major in physics. Recent
graduates have gone on to graduate
school in physics, and professional
programs in medicine, law, engineering
and business. Others have taken jobs in
engineering, computer science and
research in the physical sciences. Several
students have been graduated in the past
few years with A.B. and B.S. degrees in the
3-2 engineering programs with
Washington University and Case-Western
Reserve University.

Physics
Natural Philosophy

Conflicting theories of light and acoustics are
studied to show development of scientific ideas and
methods. Laboratory.

Astronomy and Cosmology
Introduction to structure and contents of
universe, from solar system to the most distant
galaxies. Laboratory.

Earth Physics

Survey of physical principles governing
structure and dynamics of earth. Laboratory.

Classical and Modern Physics

Topics include theoretical and experimental
work in mechanics, wave phenomena, thermo
dynamics, electricity and magnetism, optics and
modern physics. Laboratory.

Senior Honors
Guided experimental or theoretical research
for senior honors majors.

Peter J. Collings, Chair, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Amherst), M.Phil., Ph.D. (Yale)
Thomas B. Greenslade, Jr., Associate
Professor
A.B. (Amherst), M.S., Ph.D. (Rutgers)
John D. Idoine, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Lawrence), Sc.D. (Harvard)
Duncan E. McBride, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Carleton), Ph.D. (Berkeley)

Quantum Physics
Elementary study of relativity, electrons,
photons, and their interaction with matter, optical
and x-ray spectra, nucleons and nuclear energy.
Laboratory.

Intermediate Mechanics
Calculus-based study of classical mechanics,
including coordinate systems, frames of reference,
Newton's laws, central force motion, conservation
theorems, vibrations and waves, and rigid body
motion.

Electronics
Analysis of direct and alternating current
circuits and proceeds through analog and digital
electronics. Emphasis on solid-state devices.
Laboratory.

Electromagnetic Theory
Classical theory of electric and magnetic fields.
Topics include calculation of fields from their sources
in charges and currents, electric and magnetic
properties of matter, and propagation of
electromagnetic radiation.

Thermodynamics
A course in classical theory of thermodynamics,
kinetic theory and statistical mechanics.

Theoretical Mechanics
Analytic course in physical mechanics. Topics
include Newtonian mechanics, fluid statics
and dynamics, Lagrangian mechanics and Hamiltonian
mechanics.

Optics and Wave Phenomena
Advanced course in both geometrical and wave
optics, along with a study of wave motion in general.

Atomic and Nuclear Physics
Advanced course in quantum mechanics, atomic
and molecular structure and spectra, nuclear structure
and reactions, radioactivity, cosmic rays and meson
theory.

Experimental Physics
Advanced course in experimental physics
including laboratory work, methods of data analysis,
and topics in computer programming. Laboratory.
Topics in Advanced Physics
Special experimental or theoretical work for
students not reading for honors in physics.
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Political Science
The Political Science Department
pursues three basic objectives: to explore
the nature of politics — its purposes,
limitations, and significance in human
life; to promote understanding of the
various forms of political regimes and
movements; and to develop a capacity for
intelligent evaluation of public policies
and a sensitive awareness of opposing
points of view in the political conflicts of
our time.
The department's major program
includes a core of subjects in American
government and politics, political
philosophy, comparative government and
international relations. In addition, the
student has an opportunity to choose
among a variety of courses and seminars.
Throughout the program emphasis is
placed upon the role of moral
considerations in politics and the
fundamental ideas concerning the nature
of man, justice and the purposes of
government. Reflecting the importance
of conflicting opinions in politics, course
readings present students with sharply
differing points of view. Students are
encouraged to participate in discussion and
debate controversial questions.
A substantial percentage of our recent
majors are practicing or studying law;
significant numbers are working for the
national government or in other sectors
of the political world; some have under
taken rabbinical and other theological
studies, some are practicing medicine,
many are pursuing careers in business and
finance, and some are in academe.

Political Science
Politics
Readings include Sophocles' Antigone, Plato's
Apology, Melville's Billy Budd, and works by Marx,
Hitler, Tocqueville, Shakespeare, and Freud.

Liberal Democracy in America
The American Founding and its relationship to
the functioning of American government today.

American Political Thought: The Founding
to the Civil War
The writings of the Founders. Also covers
Marshall, Webster, Calhoun, and Lincoln.

Modern American Political Thought
Twain, Wilson, Dewey, and recent political
figures involved in debate over the welfare state.

The Congress
Study of the character of Congressmen and
their effort to maintain Congress as a powerful
legislature.

Basic Problems of American Democracy
Democratic political thought and major
policy problems.

The American Presidency
Study of the power of the Presidency.

The Mass Media in American Politics
The power of the press and impact on
government policy-making.

Elections and Political Parties in
American Politics
American citizens influence on their
government.

Urban Politics
The political causes of the urban crisis.

Policy Issues in America
Energy, education and affirmative action as
public issues.

American Constitutional Law
Study of Supreme Court decisions on issues
such as freedom of speech and press, privacy and
equal protection of the laws.

History of Political Philosophy:
The Classical Quest for Justice
Concentrates on Aristotle and Plato.

History of Political Philosophy:
Moderns versus Ancients
Readings from Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke
and Rousseau.

History of Political Philosophy:
Man and Citizen in the Modern State
Readings from Burke, Mill, Marx, Sartre and
Dewey.

Historicism: Its Moral and Political Effects
Readings from Kant, Hegel, Kierkegaard
and Nietzsche.

Contemporary Political Theory
Readings from Hayek, Rawls, Nozick and
Strauss.

Politics Through Literature
Important themes of politics and political
philosophy as revealed in literary works.
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Alienation and Community: Issues in
Radical Political Psychology
Treatment of alienation in the Leftist works of
Marcuse, Reich, Brown, Sartre, Fanon and Laing.
Marxism
Marxist thought including works by Lenin,
Mao, Marx and Engels.
Marxism in the Contemporary World
Marxist thought and its impact in the
Communist Bloc and the Third World.
World Politics Since 1945: The Modern
State in Crisis
Governments and foreign policy of Britain,
France, the Soviet Union, Egypt, and Israel.
International Relations: War and Peace
in a Multi-Cultural World
Revolutionary change and modernization.
Political change in the "Third World".
American Foreign Policy
Orthodox and revisionist interpretations of
American foreign policy from the Cold War to the
Carter Administration.
The Making of American Foreign Policy
Case studies to illuminate the relationship
between domestic institutions and foreign policy.
Tyranny and Totalitarianism
Ancient and modern tyranny with readings
from Xenophon, Dante, Arendt, Stalin and Mao.
Ideology and Tradition in Modern Asia
Contrast between traditional Asian and modern
Western ideas through the writings of such figures as
Sun Yat-sen, Ho Chi-Minh and Mao.
Statesmanship
Readings from Thucydides, Plutarch, Burke,
Churchill and DeGaulle.

John M. Elliott, Chair, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Cornell), M.A., Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins)
Fred E. Baumann, Assistant Professor
and Director of the Public Affairs
Conference Center
A.B. (Cornell), Ph.D. (Harvard)
Harry M. Clor, Professor
A.B. (Lawrence), M.A., Ph.D. (Chicago)
J. Patrick Coby, Visiting Assistant Professor
A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (University of Dallas)
Kirk R. Emmert, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Williams), M.A., Ph.D. (Chicago)
William V. Frame, Professor
A.B., M.A. (Hawaii), Ph.D. (Washington)
Leslie R. Goodrich, Instructor
A.B. (Dickinson), Ph.D. (Boston College)
Robert H. Horwitz, Professor
A.B. (Amherst), M.A. (Hawaii), Ph.D.
(Chicago)
Richard H. Jacobs, Visiting Instructor
A.B. (Mankato State College), M.A.
(Rhode Island)
Pamela K. Jensen, Associate Professor
A.B. (Kent State), M.A., Ph.D. (Chicago)
Richard A. Melanson, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Rutgers), Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins)
Charles T. Rubin, Instructor
A.B. (Case-Western Reserve)

Seminars:
The Criminal Law: Purposes, Limits,
and Contemporary Issues
Criminal law and controversies about
punishment, guilt, responsibility, and rights of the
accused.
Economic Theories of Politics
American politics illuminated by economic
theories.
PACC Seminar
Seminar taught on a different public policy
issue each year and involving distinguished visitors
to campus.
Politics of Poverty and the Welfare
State
Conservative, liberal, and radical theories
about the government's role in fostering equality.
Shakespeare's Politics
Political teachings in the plays.
Locke's Liberalism: Human Nature,
Politics and Education
Major works of Locke and controversies
about their meaning.
Nietzsche's Political Philosophy
Reading Thus Spoke Zarathustra and Beyond
Good and Evil.
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Psychology
Psychology is the study of behavior and
its determinants. At Kenyon, we
emphasize the study of human behavior
and scientific methodology as a means of
increasing our understanding of behavior.
Psychologists approach their subject in
many different ways: some study changes
in behavior which occur as a function of
age; others are concerned with the
physiological and biochemical bases of
behavior. For others, the processes of
learning — memory, thinking, and
communication — are the central concern.
Perhaps better known are those who
concentrate on the study of human
personality, social interaction, or
problems such as delinquency, mental
retardation, and mental illnesses. Our
initial course attempts to acquaint the
student with the diversity and the
complexity of psychology. After advanced
study in specific areas the student is
prepared for individual laboratory or
library projects.
The department serves all levels of
interests in the discipline from those who
find that a single course meets their needs
to those who major in the subject. We offer
all courses fundamental to a strong
undergraduate program and have an active
off-campus activities program designed to
introduce students to community
applications of psychology. Our physical
facilities (laboratories, equipment, and
classrooms) are outstanding among
undergraduate institutions.
For the past several years, there have
typically been about forty senior majors.
Following graduation, these majors pursue
careers in mental health, education,
research and social work. Many graduates
have also found their major in psychology
to be useful in preparing for a career in
business, medicine or law.
The Psychological Record, edited at
Kenyon by Charles Rice of the psychology
department, publishes theoretical and
experimental articles and commentary on
current developments in psychology.
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Psychology
Introduction to Psychology as a
Biological Science
Humans as biological organisms whose
behaviors can best be understood as an interaction
between environment and physiological heritage.

Introduction to Psychology as a
Social Science
Human behavior in contemporary times.
Personality, social behavior, intelligence, and
behavior pathology and treatment are among the
topics considered.

History and Systems
History of Western psychology from ancient
Greece to the 20th century.

Developmental Psychology
Human development from conception through
adolescence.

Abnormal Psychology
The etiology, dynamics, social significance
and theoretical implications of neurotic, psychotic
behavior, and social deviations.

Clinical Psychology
Assessment and counseling in diagnostic
interviewing, intelligence testing, objective measures
of personality, projective techniques, psychoanalysis
behavior therapy and humanistic approaches.

Psychology of Learning
Concepts of learning and motivation as they
apply to animal and human behavior, special
education, drug addiction, behavioral therapy,
biofeedback and self-control.

Visual Perception
Methods, phenomena, and differing
explanations of visual perception.

Cognitive Psychology
Major theoretical accounts of human cognition,
learning and memory, association theory, informationprocessing theories, and recent "encoding/processing"
approaches.

Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Psychological theory and research in industrial
and organizational settings.

Social Psychology
Comparative baseline of animal social behavior,
human affiliation and aggression, conformity,
attitudes and attitude change, and social deviance.

Research Methods in Psychology

Research design, quantitative analysis, use of
psychology journals, the evaluation of journal articles,
and writing techniques.

Educational Psychology
Selected topics include behavior modification
approaches, token classrooms, programmed
instruction, individualized mastery approaches,
open classrooms and other current topics.

Perception
The appreciation and understanding of the ways
in which the vestibular, somaesthetic, auditory and
visual systems contribute to our abilities and
enjoyments as humans.

The Psychology of Language

Social Policy and Psychology

Examination of the major theoretical accounts
of language in psychology, linguistic theory to
understand and evaluate the assumptions and
presuppositions about the nature of language made
by psychologists.

The bilateral interplay of psychological research
and theory with social policy decisions, particularly
concerning funding and statutes.

Individual Differences
Effects of personality and individual differences on
behavior—biological and social temperaments,
motivation and traits.

Human Sexuality

Research in Physiological Psychology
A survey of current research in psychopharmacology, neurobiology, and neuroendocrinology.
Students conduct structured and independent
laboratory work.

Organizational Behavior and
Organizational Development

Social and historical perspectives of love and
sex; sexual anatomy, physiology, and biological
development; interpersonal dimensions of sexual
behavior; the emergence of sexual identity; sexual
variations; personal and societal issues related to sex.

An examination of the ways organizations
change and can be changed and the interactions of
organizations and the individuals who are members
of them.

Adult Development
Concerns the three-score years from late
adolescence to death.

A review and evaluation of the theoretical
and empirical literature on anti-social and pro-social
behavior.

Motivation

Individual Study

Conceptual schemes used in research
concerning human motivation. Theories as a tool in
psychological inquiry.

Independent research under the supervision of
a member of the department.

Theories of Personality

Experimental research investigation or an area
of psychology of particular relevance to the
professional plans of the student.

Personality from Freud and the neo-Freudians,
Allport and Rogers, and S-R, Skinner.

Aggression and Altruism

Senior Honors

Behavior Modification and Evaluation
Student research projects in applied settings.
Behavior modification techniques and program
evaluation methods.

Comparative Psychology
Encourages the students to integrate data from
many species in the search for lawful commonalities
useful in the development of broadly applicable
principles of behavior.

Physiological Psychology
Progress in physiology—psychology with
special emphasis on the brain and behavior, sensory
systems, and psychophysiological measurement.

Research in Personality and Social
Psychology
Experimental literature dealing with the
effects of individual personality and social situational
variables on behavior.

Experimental Design and Research
in Psychology
Treats the design, analysis, and interpretation
of experiments in areas of psychology such as
learning, motivation, perception and cognitive.

Behavior Modification and
Evaluation
Student research projects in applied settings.
Behavior modification techniques and program
evaluation methods.

Richard B. Hoppe, Chair, Associate
Professor
A.B., Ph.D. (Minnesota)
Samuel B. Cummings Jr., Professor Emeritus
A.B. (Amherst), M.A. (Columbia),
Ph.D. (Princeton), L.H.D. (Kenyon '72)
Allan Fenigstein, Assistant Professor
B.S. (Brooklyn College), Ph.D. (Texas)
Kenneth R. King, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Albion), Ph.D. (SUNY, Buffalo)
Michael P. Levine, Assistant Professor
A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (University of
California, Santa Barbara)
Charles E. Rice, Professor
A.B. (Denison), Ph.D. (Florida State)
Rowland H. Shepard, Professor
A.B., Ph.D. (Cincinnati)
Linda Smolak, Assistant Professor
A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Temple)
Jon L. Williams, Associate Professor
A.B. (Oberlin), M.A. (Kent State), Ph.D.
(Michigan)

Depression: Concepts, Causes, and
1 reatment
Special topics in depression: diagnosis,
Physiology, genetics, psychodynamics, learned
elplessness, attribution theory, aging, and therapy.

Rsychobiology of Abnormal Behavior
The interaction of psychological and biological
actors in the causation, assessment and remediation
°t abnormal behavior.
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Religion
The Department of Religion introduces
the student to religion as a world-wide
phenomenon and as a creative response to
the human condition. Our goals include
exploring the wide variety of religious
thought, past and present, developing
techniques of objective study of particular
religious traditions, and contributing to
the ongoing discussion on the nature and
function of religion. Our faculty insures
the representation of many viewpoints.
Emphasis is placed on work with primary
sources, and students are encouraged to
study languages useful in this work. All
courses investigate the place of religion
in its culture in light of social, political,
philosophical and psychological
questions. Students of diverse back
grounds encounter the unavoidable
personal as well as theoretical questions
of meaning and purpose that arise in every
area of the subject.
Recent Religion majors are currently
working in journalism, publishing, law,
rabbinical training, stone-masonry and
graduate study in religion.

Muhammad: Messenger of God
Studies the prophetic founder of this world
wide religion, its scriptures and tenets, its triumphs
and modern crises.

Modern Catholicism
Reform and renewal of Catholicism confronting
modernity, from Vatican I to Vatican II, and writings
of key figures, from Cardinal Newman toJohnPaullI.

Archaeology of the Bible
Methods and artifacts used to understand
geography, culture and religious history of ancient
Middle East.

Religion in America
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish responses to
American society and the challenge of religious dissent.

Agnosticism and Unbelief
Meaning and function of religion using selected
writings of those who have attacked traditional
religious belief.

The Holocaust
Analyzed in context of modern anti-Semitism,
using works of survivors and recent commentators.

Religious Communities: East and West
Historic theories and forms of monastic orders
in world religions, alongside Utopian and ascetic
communities in modern America.

Confucius and Chuang-tzu
The teachings of two ancient Chinese authors
displaying distinct paradigms for cultivating human
perfection and symbolizing transcendence,

and other seminars
Individual Study
Junior Honors
Senior Honors

Religion
Experience and Expression of Religion
Phenomena of myth, symbol, ritual, and
mysticism in sacred texts of East and West.

God and Man in the Bible
Biblical history, language, and thought in both
Old and New Testaments.

Christian Life and Thought
Continuity and change in institutions, doctrine,
and worship of Christianity, from persecuted minority
to world religion.

Jewish Life and Thought
Jewish belief and practice in literature,
philosophy, mysticism, institutional life, and law from
Biblical to modern period.

Religious Traditions of the East
Themes and texts of major religions in India and
Far East.

Jesus and the Gospels
Gospel portraits of Jesus in relation to their
literary, historical, and religious environment and
various Christian interpretations.

Paul and Early Christianity
The Apostle Paul and the primitive church, its
leadership, rules and worship.
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Donald L. Rogan, Chair, Professor
A.B. (Morris Harvey), M.Div. (General
Theological Seminary)
A. Denis Baly, Professor
B.A. (Liverpool)
Richard F. Hettlinger, Professor
A.B., M.A. (Cantab.)
Jerry A. Irish, Professor
A.B. (Cornell), B.D. (S.M.U.),
Ph.D. (Yale)
Eugen Kullman, Professor
A.B. (Landau, Germany), Ph.D. (Basel,
Switzerland)
Diane B. Obenchain, Instructor
A.B. (Drew), M.A. (Stanford)
Royal W. Rhodes, Assistant Professor
A.B. (Fairfield), M.Div. (Yale), Ph.D.
(Harvard)

Admissions And
General Information
Admission to Kenyon is based upon
the broadest possible range of information
about each candidate. We hope that each
student will submit to us as much objective
and subjective data as is possible, for in this
way we can best determine whether or not
Kenyon and the student will be a suitable
match.
The basic criteria used for admission to
the College centers on the student's
potential for success at Kenyon. Although
scores on the SAT or ACT are useful, we
rely most heavily on an evaluation of the
student's secondary school record
mcluding courses, grades, class rank (if
Mailable), counselor's recommendation
and the nature of the secondary school
itself.
The evaluation of the student's
transcript includes a careful review of the

specific courses taken by the student.
Preference is given to students who elect
the traditional college-prep courses
including English, math (at.least through
algebra II), foreign language, biology,
chemistry, and physics, and intellectual
histories.
The personal statement and extra
curricular activities are often helpful in
evaluating candidates, especially those
candidates whose secondary school
records require explication of one sort or
another. Each application is read by
members of the admissions staff and
faculty in order to insure that each
candidate is given the fullest possible
consideration.
Students must submit by March 1 the
completed application form, a $20 non
refundable application fee, a secondary
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school transcript, counselor's
recommendation and the results of either
the SAT, the ACT or both.
The Interview and Campus Visit
Although not required, an interview is
strongly encouraged especially since it
affords the opportunity for a campus visit.
By visiting Kenyon and Gambier, the
student will best be able to appreciate the
atmosphere of the College.
The campus visit when college is in
session includes a student-guided tour, an
interview, and, if reasonable, visits to
classes. Overnight visits for seniors are
encouraged during the week, and rooms
will be provided on two weeks notice.
Students should let us know of any special
requests at the time an appointment is
made. Overnight visits are not scheduled
for Friday or Saturday nights, and we do
not schedule any overnight visits for high
school juniors.
The fall and spring are especially busy,
and advance notice is absolutely vital if the
visit is to be successful. The Admissions
Office is open for appointments Monday
through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
(except for 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.) and from
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon on Saturdays
during the school year. Campus tours are
run from Ransom Hall at 10:00 a.m., 11:00
a.m., 12:00 noon, 2:30 p.m., and 4:00 p.m.
We suggest that students visiting colleges
in Central Ohio schedule only two college
visits a day in order to get the maximum
benefit from the visit.
Requirements for Admission
1) Evidence of graduation with fifteen
units of academic work in a college
preparatory program. The fifteen units
will include at least four in English,
a minimum of three in mathematics
(algebra I and II and geometry), two in a
foreign language, two in laboratory
science, and two in social studies. An
applicant presenting a program of fifteen
units showing a different distribution of
subjects will be considered only if the
record is markedly superior.
2) An official written recommendation
from a school official such as the guidance
counselor.
3) Evidence of a scholarly attitude
and the ability to perform successfully at
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Kenyon as indicated by secondary school
performance and results of the aptitude
test of the College Entrance Examination
Board (SAT) or the American College
Testing Program (ACT). The test should
be completed by the middle of the senior
year, with the candidate for admission
being responsible for requesting that the
scores be submitted to Kenyon by the
appropriate agency.
Advanced Placement
Students admitted to Kenyon College
who have taken college-level courses or
their equivalent in secondary schools,
and have achieved a grade of 4 or 5 on the
CEEB Advanced Placement examination,
may receive up to one unit (one year)
course credit. Advanced Placement
examinations for students who have
taken college-level courses and who wish
to be considered for advanced placement
or credit are offered in May, through the
candidate's secondary school.
The college does not recognize with
degree credit other programs of credit by
examination, although such proficiencies
may be noted in course placement.
Notification of Admissions Decision
Students will be notified of the action
taken on their application for admission
beginning in April. Those students
who are admitted are required to make
before May 1 a non-refundable deposit
of $200 (which will be credited in full
on the bill for the beginning semester).
All correspondence regarding admission
to Kenyon should be addressed to: Director
of Admissions, Kenyon College, Gambier,
Ohio 43022.
Early Decision Plan
Students who feel strongly about
Kenyon as a first choice/only choice may
apply as Early Decision candidates. The
application deadline for Early Decision is
December 1, and candidates are notified
before January 1. Early Decision candidates
are given the same consideration as regular
freshman applicants, but they are
evaluated in the context of a smaller group.
Applicants for Financial Aid may apply for
Early Decision, but because of FAF need
analysis deadlines, admission may have
to be postponed to regular spring
consideration.

Application Calendar, 1981-82
August 15 - on

Application forms and financial aid information mailed
on request. (We use the Common Application accepted
by 96 colleges and universities and available from
secondary school counselors.)
September 1 - November 21

Best time to visit. Dorm stay and interview can be
arranged with two weeks notice. Classes open to
visitors. Visitors' days on specific Saturdays in
September and October.
December 1

Early Decision Application Deadline.
December 16 - January 18

Examinations and Winter Vacation.
January 1
Early Decision Notification
January 30

Early Decision Candidate Reply Date.
March 1

Application Deadline.
March 6-21

Spring Vacation.
March 23 - May 1

Time to visit. Two weeks notice is advisable.
April 15

Admissions Notification Deadline.
May l

Candidate Reply Date.
May 1

Transfer Application Deadline.

Transfer from Other Colleges
Each year a number of students enroll
with advanced standing by transfer from
other accredited institutions. The number
of places available varies depending on
class and residence hall limitations.
Students wishing admission by transfer
are expected to meet the standards
required of Kenyon undergraduates. Only
those students are eligible whose college
courses and grades satisfy substantially the
requirements imposed by the Kenyon
curriculum, and all candidates for a degree
are required to complete at least two years
in residence at Kenyon.
Transfer applicants will be considered
after the following credentials have been
received: a complete transcript of
secondary school work; official transcripts
of college records; and a clearance form
completed by the Dean of Students of the
previous institution.
Only liberal arts subjects in which the
applicant has received a grade of C or
better will be accepted for transfer credit.
A transcript reporting final grades of all
college work previously attempted must be
filed with the Admissions Office before
acceptance is official.

May 7

Classes end for second semester.
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Kenyon Honor Scholars
There are ten no-need Kenyon Honor
Scholarships awarded each year to
students who show exceptional academic
achievement and potential in addition to
outstanding leadership ability. These
awards are given regardless of need and
may be in addition to any other aid
awarded on a need basis. The value of these
awards is one-half of the cost of tuition. A
special feature of this program is a series of
weekly seminars conducted by each
department of the College for the Honor
Scholars.

Conditions Governing Scholarships
and Their Renewal

Student Aid
Student aid is available at Kenyon in
the form of scholarships, loans, and/or
student employment. Approximately 30%
of Kenyon students currently receive some
form of financial aid from the College and
about 25% more use such agencies as
guaranteed state loan programs to help
meet college costs.
Financial aid at Kenyon is almost entirely
need based as determined by an analysis
of the Financial Aid Form submitted to the
College Scholarship Service. Aid applicants
are required to submit this form each year
for use by the Director of Scholarships
in determining the amount of an award.
Scholarship aid at Kenyon is awarded on
a competitive basis to those students who
present superior academic records and give
firm indication of becoming good students
in college and valuable members of the
college community. Financial need is not
itself a condition for winning a
scholarship, but it will determine the size
of the stipend which a successful candidate
receives. Successful candidates who do not
need financial help may be named
Honorary Scholars without stipend.
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Scholarships are awarded upon the
recommendation of the Committee on
Admissions and Financial Aid on a one-year
basis, and the Committee makes an annual
review of all awards. In setting the stipend
of a scholarship, both when it is first
awarded and in each annual review, the
Committee gives first consideration to the
candidate's need as it is expressed in the
financial statement. For this reason
awards may vary from year to year.
Successful candidates are required to
notify the Director of Scholarships and
Student Aid of any grants, scholarships,
or other awards which have been received
from a source outside Kenyon College.
In these instances, the College may
reduce its award proportionately.
To renew a scholarship, the holder must
ordinarily maintain grades which place him
or her in the upper half of his or her class;
submit annually a current financial
statement showing continuing need; and
present a conduct record deserving of
continued support.
Students receiving financial aid from the
College who are planning to have and
operate a motor vehicle in Gambier are
advised that the Committee on Admissions
and Financial Aid will consider a portion of
the book value of the vehicle as a student
asset. The amount will be included in the
total family contribution figure of the
Financial Aid Form (FAF) and in all
probability will reduce the calculated
financial need of the student by this
amount.

Loans

The College administers a number of
loan funds, many of them providing loans
at a low rate of interest. The College
also participates in the National Direct
Student Loan program and has funds for
loans under the provisions of that act. All
inquiries concerning loans should be sent
to the Director of Scholarships and
Student Aid.
Student Employment

A limited number of jobs are open to
students with first preference going to
those who demonstrate financial need.
These jobs include assisting in the
laboratories, the library, the College
offices, and waiting on tables in the
Commons. Kenyon also participates in the
College Work Study Program of the
Federal Government. Applications for
student employment should be made to
the Director of Scholarships and Student
Aid.
Partial Payment Plans

Some parents may prefer to pay
tuition and other fees in equal monthly
)nstallments during the year. The College
ls happy to offer this convenience through

the facilities of The Tuition Plan, Inc., and
the Richard C. Knight Insurance Agency,
Inc., at an additional cost in the form of
interest and/or insurance premiums
payable to the lending institutions. Also
available from Irving Trust Co. in
New York is School Chex. It is a special kind
of loan that lets parents reserve money
for education purposes, write checks
against the reserve as funds are needed to
meet school expenses, and repay the loan
on a monthly basis. Upon request, detailed
description of the plans will be forwarded,
together with the necessary application
form. The form must be completed and
returned directly to the lending
institutions. If a contract is entered into by
the parent and the lending institution, the
parent will be responsible to inform the
lender of any change and all changes which
may be needed in the original contract.
Refund Policy

During the first five weeks of actual
attendance in Kenyon College, from the
date of enrollment, charges are made in
accordance with the following schedule.
This schedule applies only to the
tuition charge. The general fee, other fees,
and book charges are not refundable.
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From date of
Percent of
enrollment
tuition charged
Two weeks or less
20%
Between two and three weeks .... 40%
Between three and four weeks .. .60%
Between four and five weeks
80%
Over five weeks
100%
Rebates on payments for board at the
College Commons are made only in case
of withdrawal from Kenyon College or of
absence because of illness for six or
more consecutive weeks. Application for
rebate must be made before the end of the
semester during which the withdrawal or
absence occurs. If a refund is necessary,
the charges for Commons meals will be
prorated on a weekly basis.
There shall be no refund of dormitory
room rent for the semester, except in the
case of a student withdrawing from the
College because of serious illness. Such
a student shall be charged 10% of the
amount due for the period during which
the room is unoccupied.

Average Fees and Charges
Specific charges for tuition and fees are
in many respects subject to inflationary
pressures, and there are other variables
at Kenyon (particularly in room charges,
with the many different residence options
available). For complete itemization of
financial charges and fees, please refer to
the separate Office of Finance brochure.
The average annual fees and charges for a
student attending Kenyon in 1981-82
(exclusive of non-recurring and
voluntary charges, lab fees, books, etc.)
are as follows:
Tuition and Fees
$6,300.00
Board
1,270.00
Room Rent (Dormitory Double
Occupancy)
955.00
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For Freshmen Only:
On application
(non-refundable)
On acceptance (not later than
May 1, non-refundable but
applicable to August
payment)

$20.00

200.00

For All Students
On or Before August 14, 1981
Basic Fees
$4,635.00
Bookshop Deposit (optional) .. 200.00
Student Health and Accident
Insurance-Waiver Plan
.. 23.00
Total

$4,858.00

The above charges are exclusive of
nonrecurring and voluntary charges. The
second semester billing will pick up any
additional beginning semester charges, or
reflect credits, and will also show
the second semester advance charges.
THE ABOVE TOTAL BEGINNING
SEMESTER CHARGE IS BEFORE
APPLICATION OF THE ADVANCE
PAYMENT MADE BY ENTERING
STUDENTS AND ADVANCE
REGISTRATION DEPOSIT MADE BY
RETURNING STUDENTS.

Expenses

Total Basic Fees

Schedule of Payments

$8,525.00

On or Before December 18, 1981
Advance payment only for fixed fees
and charges for second semester, plus
additional fees and miscellaneous charges
incurred from beginning semester.
Basic Fees
$3,890.00
Student Health and Accident
Insurance-Waiver Plan
.. 22.00
Total

$3,912.00

A STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT WILL BE
SENT TO INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE
FOR PAYMENT, STUDENT, PARENT
OR GUARDIAN, 30 DAYS BEFORE THE
PAYMENT DUE DATES.

Once upon entering Kenyon and again as seniors —
the evening before commencement — each class
assembles for singing on the steps of Rosse Hall — an
old tradition, still strongly supported.

Life On The Hill
A large portion of a student's time may
be spent in classrooms and in study
sessions, but one quickly finds that
learning and living are simultaneous at
Kenyon. There are opportunities to
participate in a wide variety of traditional
student activities, such as athletics,
campus government, musical groups and
fraternities. But more importantly,
Kenyon offers students encouragement to
initiate new activities based on individual
talents and interests. To a large extent,
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then, students determine the character of
life on "the Hill," a rich interaction of
diverse individual and group talents. Social
life may be quieter in some ways than that
found in urban centers, but there is an
intimacy here that complements the
learning experience. In short, Kenyon
offers students nearly all the basic
ingredients for a rewarding college
experience, but campus life itself remains
open for the individual students to
structure for themselves.

D s L«n

Residence Life
Kenyon College is both by its heritage
its environment a truly residential
college. All students live and dine on
campus throughout their undergraduate
career. This not only enhances the general
sense of community found at Kenyon, but
allows all individuals to share in and
contribute to the total experience.
Students are thus offered many
opportunities to affect their living
environment, and the College has a
a nd

commitment to assist this personal
growth.
During their four years of residence,
students may experience a variety of
living arrangements. Freshmen reside
together in adjacent dormitories. They are
encouraged to participate in the life of the
community from the outset. Contact with
resident advisors, upperclass counselors
and faculty is immediate and enhanced by a
three day orientation program,
introducing students to the many available
opportunities, academic, social,
recreational and cultural.
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Upperclass students are provided
housing options in many forms: in
coeducational residences, in all male or all
female residence halls, in small apartment
units, or within sections of dormitories
occupied by the fraternal groups. And,
some dormitories and residence areas are
made available to students who wish to
form special-interest housing groups
such as language wings, Co-ops or social
service sections. This diversity of housing
offers students choices not only between
architecturally different units (ranging
from small cottages through more
traditional college dormitory
arrangements to high-rise suites), but also
between essentially different styles of
communal living.
An integral part of residential life is
dining, which at Kenyon takes place in
two Commons buildings — each with a
character of its own. The Jessica Roessler
Gund Commons reflects the contemporary
mode, with glass enclosures leading to
patios where students may picnic on sunny
days. The older Peirce Hall houses the
magnificent Great Hall with its long tables
and benches, portrait-lined walls, and
stained-glass windows. Each of the
Commons contains study rooms, a coffee
shop, and meeting rooms.
Further enrichment of life at Kenyon
occurs through the Visitor-in-Residence
Program. Kenyon College is one of a small
number of colleges selected to participate
in the Visiting Fellows Program sponsored
through the Woodrow Wilson Foundation.
This program is intended to establish
better communication between liberal arts
colleges and the world of practical
affairs — business, industry, the
professions and government.
The people who come to Kenyon under
the auspices of this program usually spend
at least one week on the campus and
participate in a variety of classes, seminars
and discussions. And, students have the
opportunity to meet and talk with them on
an informal and unstructured basis in the
residences and in the dining halls.
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E. L Dortorow '52

Guest Speakers
and Performers
At least once each week during the
academic year Kenyon College is visited by
outstanding intellectuals and artists from
around the world. Frequently their
formal lectures or presentations are only a
part of their campus visit, with many of
these distinguished guests spending hours
in classroom and informal discussions
with students. Their topics cover a wide
range — from immediate social and
political concerns to the rediscovery of
meaning in a classical Greek text, from a
poet's reading of a new, unpublished work
to a displaced Russian aristocrat's witty

Jane Goodall

Paul Newman '49

view of the U.S.S.R. — but their appeal is
nearly always wide and their ideas
provocative. In recent years speakers have
included Ralph Nader, Donald Johansen,
Marjorie Bell Chambers, Buckminster
Fuller and Jane Goodall; literary figures
Anthony Burgess, Walker Percy, Robert
Lowell, Robert Penn Warren, Alan
Ginsberg and E.L. Doctorow; critics
Stanley Fish, Kenneth Burke and
George Steiner; political figures William
Buckley, William Sloane Coffin, Alger Hiss
and Irvin Kristol; feminist Germaine
Greer; journalists Carl Bernstein, David
Halberstam, Robert Novak and Howard K.
Smith; and many others of similar
reputation. These individual visits are
Supplemented by various performing
groups, including musical concerts by
artists of international renown. Recent
appearances include the Moscow Chamber
Orchestra, Tokoyo String Quartet,
Geraldine Fitzgerald, the Bartok Quartet
and the New York Chamber Soloists.

Kenyon is also the home of the Public
Affairs Conference, which promotes
thoughtful discussion of controversial
political issues by bringing to Kenyon
national leaders for an annual program
exploring a political problem of national
concern. The program includes a seminar
conducted by Kenyon faculty or by outside
leaders distinguished by accomplishment
or scholarship in the field. Such visitors
deliver public lectures and meet informally
with students. Shortly after the regular
seminar program, a national conference
dealing with the annual topic is held on the
Kenyon campus. Participants in the
conference represent a broad range of
viewpoints and professions, including
United States Senators and Representa
tives, executives from government and
business, journalists, community leaders,
and academicians from across the country.
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Clubs and Activities
The vitality of Kenyon can be measured
by the activity of its members in the
community at large as well as in the
classroom — as individuals and as
organized groups. Many of Kenyon's
students participate in those clubs and
activities customarily associated with
college life. The students of Kenyon,
however, also have a tradition of
innovation in their activities — a tradition
of being untraditional.
Effective student initiative is apparent
in the broad spectrum of student
organizations and clubs which thrive on
campus. Students, with the support and
guidance of faculty and administrators,
have established more than seventy
student organizations on campus. Their
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purposes are as varied as they are
numerous: an equestrian club,
international students' forum, sailing club,
poetry society, and rock climbing club, to
name a few. Students at Kenyon are
encouraged to pursue their extra
curricular interests through
involvement in the activities on campus
which best serve their talents and
abilities.
An example of this variety on the
individual level — and in a less strenuous
though no less enthusiastic form — can
be seen at the Craft Center during any
hour. Here, students work in pottery,
photography, sewing, weaving, and they
can exhibit their work at the Kenyon Craft
Shop, "Peoplecraft," thus enriching
campus life for many as they pursue
personal growth and artistic satisfaction.

A traditional yet dynamic student
activity is campus government, in which—
in one way or another — all student
activities are associated. Kenyon
recognizes that "student government"
programs often tend to isolate students
from the mainstream of the institution's
decision-making process. It, therefore,
involves students in the College's
governmental organization and
encourages students, faculty,
administrators and trustees to work
together. A collegiate committee structure
offers the opportunity for a significant
number of students to involve themselves
in important ways to help determine the
directions the College will take and how
the educational processes will best be
served.
Students participate actively with
faculty and administrators in the senate,
the principal legislative body at Kenyon,
and on the judicial board, which guarantees
the rights of due process to all students. In
addition, the student council serves as the
official body for student discussion,

organization and action. Every registered
student of the College is represented on
the council and is entitled to be heard by it.
Student publications offer many
opportunities for students to express their
views and employ their talents. Those with
a journalistic bent can work on the
Collegian, Kenyon's weekly newspaper.
Among Kenyon's other student
publications are the Reveille, the yearbook;
Hika, a journal of the arts, sciences and
humanities; and Phototype, a portfolio of
student photographic work. A hallmark of
these publications is their ability to
change, yearly reflecting new interests and
best using the talents of their editors and
writers.
The technically talented have the
opportunity to operate Kenyon's FM radio
station, WKCO.
The social fraternities at Kenyon
provide an alternative to the more informal
and special interest activities. About 40
percent of the male students belong to
these organizations. While there are at
present no sororities on campus, three of
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the fraternities have women members.
National fraternities with chapters at
Kenyon are Alpha Delta Phi, Beta Theta Pi,
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Delta Phi, Delta Tau
Delta, Phi Kappa Sigma, and Psi Upsilon.
Non-affiliated fraternal groups on campus
are Alpha Lambda Omega, Peeps, and the
Archon Society.
Service organizations within the
community provide constructive forums
for special interest groups and are effective
in meeting their diverse needs. For
example, the Women's Center sponsors
films, lectures and discussions on timely
topics; the Hannah More Society promotes
an on-going exchange among freshmen
and upperclass women; several groups
organize programs for handicapped and
underprivileged children; there are also
clubs which offer fellowship in religious
and educational contexts.
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Movies today provide a major form of
entertainment as well as visual education.
Many Kenyon evenings are filled with
films of every vintage and type. The
Kenyon Film Society makes available to the
Gambier community three or more
films every week with multiple showings.
A special film festival in the spring offers a
broad eclectic program of independent
films.
It is apparent that a student's leadership
skills and degree of comfort in working
with people are strengthened by an active
involvement in campus activities. The
life of the College is enriched from the
many programs sustained by the talents
and commitments of Kenyon students.
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Sports and Recreation
Sports participation is an integral facet
of life at Kenyon. Athletic opportunities
extend from highly organized varsity
sports like football or swimming, to lonely
jogging at dawn through the beautiful
countryside. Those who enjoy running,
for instance, can race indoors on the
fieldhouse track in varsity winter
competition, or outside in spring, as a
competitor in the Gambier Marathon, or
simply run as an individual anytime. In
addition to the usual professionally
coached varsity teams, Kenyon offers
student-organized competition in various
sports (such as sailing, rugby, ice hockey
and water polo) against other colleges,
intramural leagues and coeducational
tournaments for fun among students,
faculty and staff members.

A charter member of the Ohio Athletic
Conference, Kenyon schedules men's
opponents in the following varsity sports:
football, cross-country, soccer, basketball,
indoor and outdoor track, swimming,
baseball, lacrosse, tennis and golf.
Women's varsity teams are: cross-country,
field-hockey, basketball, volleyball,
lacrosse, swimming, indoor and outdoor
track and tennis.
The men's varsity swimming team won
the NCAA Division III Swimming and
Diving championships in 1980 and 1981,
becoming Kenyon's national champions for
two consecutive years. The team also
recently set a new national record by
winning its twenty-eighth consecutive
conference championship. During that
time the team has produced sixteen
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national champions, and more than
seventy Ail-Americans, forty of whom
have been named in the last five years.
Six years ago Kenyon formed its first
women's varsity swim team which won
its first of six consecutive Ohio State
Championships. And, the women's team
has produced more than ten AilAmericans.
Sports facilities are distributed
throughout the campus. Tennis courts, a
platform tennis court, and outdoor
basketball courts are located near many
dormitory units, and other playing fields
and courts surround the fieldhouse
and stadium. All of these facilities are
used extensively for club sports and
intramurals, as well as for varsity teams. In
addition, the general area in which Kenyon
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is located is one rich with other recreational
possibilities, such as Alpine and cross
country skiing, hunting, fishing, camping,
canoeing and bicycling.
Opportunities for physical education,
recreation, intramural and intercollegiate
athletics at Kenyon were greatly
enhanced this year with the culmination of
a $6 million building and renovating
effort. The focus of the project is the new
A.C. Ernst Center, with its 153 ft.
swimming pool, spacious basketballvolleyball-convocation arena, racquet
courts and training and exercise areas.
Also constructed were a 400 meter, all
weather running track and playing fields
for all sports. The legendary Shaffer Pool
has been remodeled for use as a dance
studio.

Community
Activities

Another opportunity for physical and
personal development exists through the
Kenyon Wilderness Experience, in which
small groups of students (accompanied by
an experienced guide and a faculty
member) backpack through a wilderness
area. The participants learn wilderness
survival and mountaineering techniques,
as well as field aspects of geology, biology,
ecology and history. The purpose of
the program is to provide the opportunity
for students and faculty to spend an
extended period of time together in a
primitive setting, and thus to complement
and supplement traditional campus
oriented learning experiences. It is another
aspect of Kenyon that is designed to
address the whole person.

With a non-student population of ap
proximately 1200, many of whom are
members of Kenyon's faculty and staff, the
village of Gambier merges with the
College both corporeally and sentimentally.
It becomes in many respects an ideal place
for students and permanent residents to
live and work together. Perhaps most
symbolic of this community attribute is
the Post Office, located in the middle of
Gambier's block-long business district.
Here students, faculty, and townspeople
pick up their mail and, more often than
not, find themselves involved in
conversation. Thus Gambier, as well as
the larger Knox County community,
provides Kenyon students with
opportunities to become involved on a
personal level — to know and be known.
Some students, in fact, become vital
members of the community by joining in
such collective efforts as the Volunteer
Fire Department.
Other programs that bring students in
touch with the community are the
Gambier Experimental College; volunteer
work with a surprising number of social
services agencies; tutoring children
in the local schools; teaching skating and
swimming to handicapped children
through the New Hope School program;
and providing recreation and
entertainment to patients at the Mt.
Vernon State Hospital. A Headstart
program has been initiated for the special
pre-school needs of children of the
economically disadvantaged. Various
services are provided to Ohio's mentally
retarded. Kenyon volunteers also help
staff Mohican Youth Camp's facility for
juvenile delinquents. The opportunities to
become involved in community endeavors
are as plentiful as the number of ideas
students initiate. The Village itself remains
small, and the surrounding hills pastoral,
but the Gambier-Kenyon community is
provincial only to the extent that a student
makes it so.
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Student Organizations
Publications

The Kenyon Collegian — college paper published
weekly.

Reveille — college Yearbook.
Hika — literary journal.
Radio Station WKCO
Netoscope — tri-weekly publication of
announcements
Lectureships
The Student Lectureship Committee
The Kenyon Symposium
The Arts

Music

The Music Club
The Chasers — co-ed vocal ensemble
The Kokosingers — male singing group
Owl Creek Singers — female singing group
The Woodwind Ensemble
The String Ensemble
The Brass Ensemble
Knox County Symphony
The Kenyon College Choir
Kenyon College Chamber Singers
The Kenyon College Easy Winners —
instrumental group
Concerts by Visiting Artists

Drama
Kenyon College Dramatic Club
Kenyon College Children's Theater

Film
The Kenyon Film Society — select the movies shown
on campus
The Kenyon Film Festival — open competition for
independent filmmakers

Photography
The Kenyon Photographic Association

Poetry
Kenyon Poetry Society

Ceramics
Ceramic Art Studio

Printing and Graphics
Pot-Hanger Press
rarpentry

The Kenyon Wood-Working Shop

Crafts
Peoplecraft — student-run craft shop

Academic Associations and Organizations
Phi Beta Kappa, Beta Chapter of Ohio
Off-Campus Activities Program in Psychology
Debate Union
French Club
German Kaffee Stunde
History Club
Astronomy Club
Political Science Club
Social and Environmental Organizations
The Black Student Union of Kenyon College
The Kenyon Environmental Committee
Gambier Folklore Society — sponsor Gambier Folk
Festival
Union of Jewish Students
The Women's Center

The Kenyon Peace Coalition
Tri Phi Women's Organization
The Christian Fellowship
Association For Cultural Exchange — intellectual
exploration of foreign cultures
Bedrock — contemporary affairs forum
Harcourt Club
Service Organizations
Volunteer Community Services
The Chase Society — honorary service organization
Hannah More Society — social service organization
for women
The Gambier Experimental College — short-term
extracurricular courses
The College Township Fire Department Student
Auxiliary
New Hope Program For Handicapped Children
Friends of the Mentally Retarded
Acolyte Guild
The Kenyon Youth Organization — work with young
people in a variety of areas
Big Brothers/Sisters Association
Harcourt Club — women's social organization
Senior Advisory Society — provides counsel for
various campus organizations
Sports Clubs
The Kenyon Hockey Club
The Kenyon Sailing Club
Kenyon College Equestrian Club
Kenyon Ultimate Frisbee Society
Kenyon College Cross Country Ski Club
Kenyon Martial Arts Club/Team
Kenyon Water Polo Club
The Kenyon Men's Volleyball Club
Kenyon College Fellowship of Christian Athletes
The Kenyon College Simulation Games Society
The Kenyon College Climbing Club
Badminton Club
Women's Soccer Team
Kenyon College Hyerbriar Platform Tennis Club

Advising
and Counseling
As a residential college where all
students live and dine in college facilities,
and faculty members live nearby, Kenyon
offers an unusual opportunity for close
association with teachers. Through this
association, students receive support and
direction in pursuit of their varied
interests.
The Freshman Orientation Program,
which begins before most upperclass
students return to campus, includes the
participation of faculty and selected
upperclass students in helping freshmen
become introduced to the academic and
social life of the college. Each freshman is
assigned a faculty advisor who, with the
volunteer help of an upperclass student,
acclimates the freshman to the liberal arts
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curriculum. In addition, upperclass
students are selected to be resident
advisors and live in each freshman hall
where they, too, provide leadership and
guidance. When students have met
other faculty in classes and have begun to
direct their particular academic interests,
he or she may select another faculty
advisor to help develop a degree program.
The Dean of Students, with a staff of
three dean associates, supervises a wide
range of student services and provides
personal and administrative support to
help students with their individual,
social and academic needs. The Deans are
concerned with students' general welfare
and life on campus and are available at
their office or at home for consultation on
any matter.
Kenyon, because of its commitment to
help each student realize his or her
potential, maintains a counseling center,
Smythe House, staffed with full-time
professional psychologists. Whether an
individual is seeking to overcome a
personal, social, or emotional problem, or
to discover career aptitudes, the counseling
center is ready to help. This service
provides confidentiality and is available as
needed to any student through one-to-one
discussions of psychological concerns—
or to groups through personal growth
or other workshops.
The Career Development Center
provides programs and resources to help
students plan for a career, seek a job
or consider graduate or professional
school. Career/Life Planning Workshops
help students set personal and career
goals. Opportunities to acquire
information about a variety of occupations
are provided through Career Hour
presentations by alumni, trustees, parents
and friends. Sophomores and Juniors have
a special chance to learn about a career
which interests them through the Extern
Program which offers students an
opportunity over spring break to be with
someone in a specific career area. The
Career Development Center provides
support for the Pre-Professional Advisors
and faculty members in each department
who advise students interested in
graduate and professional schools. The
director of the CDC provides individual
help to students as requested.
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Religion
The Church of the Holy Spirit serves as
both the College Chapel and the house of
worship for the Episcopal Church in
Gambier. It also houses Roman
Catholic, Jewish and non-denominational
Christian services. A Quaker meeting is
held regularly on campus, and there is a
United Methodist church in Gambier.
In addition to these religious services,
there are over 50 other churches,
representing all major denominations,
in nearby Mt. Vernon. Students are
cordially welcomed into these
congregations and may take active rolls
within them. Campus religious groups
include the Union of Jewish Students, the
Acolytes Guild, the Kenyon Christian
Fellowship and the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes.
The College Chaplain coordinates
religious activities on campus.

Student Health
Program
The aim of the Student Health Program
is to help each student make full and wise
use of his or her physical and mental
capacities. Although the Health Program's
major responsibility is medical service,
the staff is equally concerned about the
emotional and environmental health of all
students. Student health is thus viewed as
a means to an end, with the Health
Program serving as an integral part of the
College's total educational program.
All health services are under the
supervision of Kenyon's college physician
who meets with students by appointment.
Students who need specialized care are
promptly referred to local medical
specialists. As a member of the Health
Service staff, an orthopedic surgeon re
ceives referrals of injured students. The
Health Center is available to students for
visits by appointment and for emergencies

from 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon on
Saturday when the college is in session. In
case of emergencies outside of these hours,
the physician can be reached through the
College switchboard.
Students who are seriously ill are sent,
under the care of a physician, to a hospital
in nearby Mount Vernon (fully
accredited by the American Hospital
Association).
The Student Health Program provides
an Accident and Sickness Insurance plan
that is designed to supplement the campus
health services. This insurance is offered in
two parts: a mandatory portion which
applies to all students and covers
outpatient services as a result of an illness
or accident, and a waiver portion which
provides comprehensive coverage for
major medical insurance and
hospitalization. The waiver portion of the
plan is recommended for those students
who are not covered by family insurance or
who find this coverage better meets
their needs.
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Board of Trustees
Elected by the Board of Trustees
Raymond D. Ashman, Jr., Brecksville, Ohio
Chairman and President, Anvil
Industries, Inc.
Letitia Baldrige, New York, New York
Head, Letitia Baldrige Enterprises, Inc.
James G. Bellows, Los Angeles, California
Editor, The Los Angeles HeraldExaminer
Kenyon C. Bolton, Cleveland, Ohio
Entrepreneur
Randolph D. Bucey, Cleveland, Ohio
Vice President, The First Boston
Corporation
William R. Chadeayne, Columbus, Ohio
Secretary of the Board
Attorney, Partner in the firm
Bricker & Eckler
Edgar G. Davis, Indianapolis, Indiana
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Eli Lilly and Company
Charles H. Davison, Greenwich,
Connecticut, Vice Chairman, Smith
Barney, Harris Upham and Co., Inc.,
New York City
John B. Dempsey II, Vero Beach, Florida
Executive Vice President,
Moss/Fleming/Epple, Inc.
President, Canadian Enterprise
Corporation
Elmer A. Graham, Findlay, Ohio
Vice Chairman of the Board
Senior Vice President/Finance and
Administration, Marathon Oil Company

Beatrice Mayer, Chicago, Illinois
Civic Leader
John B. McCoy, Columbus, Ohio
President, Bank One
R. Edwin Moore, Winnetka, Illinois
Retired (Former Vice President,
International Telephone & Telegraph
Corporation)
James C. Niederman, New Haven,
Connecticut, Clinical Professor,
Epidemiology and Medicine, Yale
University School of Medicine
Joan Portman, Cincinnati, Ohio
Vice Chairman of the Board
Civic Leader
Bill B. Ranney, Cincinnati, Ohio
Partner, Richard B. Cross
and Associates
John G. Smale, Cincinnati, Ohio
President and Chief Executive, The
Procter & Gamble Company
Stephen W. Smith, Plymouth, N.H.
President, Pemigewasset National
Bank
William A. Stroud, Mount Vernon, Ohio
Chairman and President, First-Knox
National Bank
Richard L. Thomas, Chicago, Illinois
Chairman of the Board
President, First National Bank of
Chicago
W. Bruce Thomas, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
Executive Vice President, Accounting
and Finance, United States Steel
Corporation
Robert J. Tomsich, Cleveland, Ohio
Chairman and President, NESCO
Herbert J. Ullmann, Chicago, Illinois
Senior Vice President, First Federal
of Chicago

Elected by the Alumni
Charles L. Barr, Jr., St. Charles,
Illinois
President, Barr Vending Co., Inc.
Jon P. Barsanti, Mequon, Wisconsin
Certified Public Accountant, Arthur
Young & Company
Gerald J. Fields, New York, New York
Attorney, Partner in the firm Battle,
Fowler, Jaffin, Pierce and Kheel
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Cornelia Ireland Hallinan, Rochester,
New York
Robert J. Himrnelright, Jr., Hartville, Ohio
President, Teledyne Monarch
Rubber Company
James P. Storer, Perry, Ohio
Retired (Former Vice President,
Storer Broadcasting Co.)

Ex Officio

The Right Reverend John H. Burt,
Cleveland, Ohio
Episcopal Bishop of Ohio
The Right Reverend William G. Black
Cincinnati, Ohio
Episcopal Bishop of Southern Ohio
Philip H. Jordan, Jr., Gambier, Ohio
President of Kenyon College
Honorary Trustee

Lloyd Terrell-Kenyon, Lord Kenyon,
Honorary Chairman

5th Baron of Gredington, Whitchurch,
Salop, England

Emeritus Trustees
William G. Caples, Chicago, Illinois
President Emeritus
Attorney — Of Counsel to Vedder,
Price, Kaufman & Kammholz
R. Gale Evans, Cincinnati, Ohio
Retired (Former President, Cincinnati
Cordage and Paper Company)
The Right Reverend Henry W. Hobson,
Glendale, Ohio
Retired Episcopal Bishop of Southern
Ohio
Robert J. Hovorka, Wilmette, Illinois
Retired (Former Vice President,
The First Boston Corporation)
David W. Jasper, Jr., Syracuse, New York
Retired (Former Senior Vice President,
Carrier Corporation)
Austin McElroy, Columbus, Ohio
Retired (Former Chairman, The
McElroy-Minister Company)
D. Bruce Mansfield, Akron, Ohio
Retired (Former President, Ohio
Edison Company)
Carl J. Stahl, Cleveland, Ohio
Retired (Former Corporate Consultant
to the Scott and Fetzer Company)
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Administration
and Staff

Office of the President

Philip H. Jordan, Jr., Ph.D., President
D. Gertrude Fesler, Assistant to the
President and Assistant Secretary
of the Corporation
ADMISSIONS
John Dana Kushan, M.Ed., Director
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Donna H. Scott, M.A., Coordinator
FINANCIAL AID
P. Wesley Tutchings, A.B., Director
of Scholarships and Student Aid
Office of the Provost

Jerry A. Irish, Ph.D., Provost
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
James Graham Williamson, Ph.D.,
Associate Provost
Marjorie A. Woodward, Registrar
LIBRARY
William Thomson Dameron, M.A.,
M.A.L.S., Librarian
Office of Finance

Samuel S. Lord, A.B., Vice President
for Finance

Karen L. Williamson, M.Ed., Assistant
Dean of Students

ACCOUNTING
Joseph G. Nelson, B.S.,C.P.A., Comptroller

CHAPLAIN
Lincoln F. Stelk, B.D., Chaplain

Office of Student Affairs

COUNSELING SERVICES
Rowland Hughes Shepard, Ph.D., Director

Thomas J. Edwards, M.A., Dean of Students
Margaret E. Townsend, M.A., Dean for
Academic Advising

STUDENT HOUSING
Robert A. Reading II, M.S., Assistant
Dean for Student Residences
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Office of Development
Douglas Lee Givens, M.S., Vice
President for Development
Patricia Burdette, A.B., Director
of Development
ALUMNI AFFAIRS
Jefferson D. Robinson III, A.B., Director
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Samuel Barone, M.S., Director
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Course of study, 5
Courses of instruction, 18
Curriculum, 3
Dance, 29
Degree requirements, 7
Divisions, academic 18
Double-Degree Program, 10
Drama, 29
Early decision, 60
Economics, 31
Employment of students, 63
Engineering, Cooperative Program in, 14
English, 33
Expenses, 64
Fees, 64
Financial aid, 62
Fraternities, 71
French, 43
German, 43
Great Lakes Colleges Association, 14
Greek, 28
Health, Student, 79

Hebrew, 28
History, 36
Honors, 9

Physics, 52
Political Science, 54
Pre-law studies, 14
Pre-medical studies, 14

Integrated Program in Humane Studies, 12
International programs, 14

Psychology, 56
Public Affairs Conference, 69
Publications, student, 71

Kenyon-Exeter Program, 13
Kenyon Wilderness Experience, 75
Latin, 28
Lectureships, 68
Libraries, 16
Majors, 5
Map of Campus, 86
Mathematics, 39
Modern Foreign Languages and Literatures, 41
Music, 46
Oak Ridge Science Semester, 14
Off-campus study, 12
Payments of fees, 64
Philosophy, 48
Physical Education and Athletics, 50

Religion, 78
Religion, Department of, 58
Residences, 67
Service organizations, 75
Sociology, Anthropology and, 18
Spanish, 44
Sports clubs, 73
Student aid, 62
Student life, 66
Summer school study, 11
Synoptic major, 8
Transfer students, 61
Trustees, Board of, 80
Tuition, 64
Urban Semester in Philadelphia, 14
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Map of Campus

Key to Locations
24. KC
25. Student Affairs Center
26. Smythe House
27. Farr Hall (R)
28. Office Services
29. Lewis Hall (R)
1. Old Kenyon (R)
30. Gund Hall (R)
2. Bushnell Hall (R)
31. Norton Hall (R)
3. Manning Hall (R)
32. Watson Hall (R)
4. Hanna Hall (R)
33. Gund Commons (D)
6. Shaffer Speech Building
34. McBride Residence (R)
and Bolton Theater
35. Mather Residence (R)
7. Biology Guilding
8. Samuel Mather Science Hall (C) 36. Caples Residence (R)
37. Health Services
9. Philip Mather Science Hall (C)
38. Bexley Apartments (R)
10. Ascension Hall (C)
39. Apartments (R)
11. Rosse Hall (C)
40. Craft Center
12. Peirce and Dempsey Halls (D)
41. Bexley Hall (C)
13. Ransom Hall
42. Colburn Gallery
(Admissions Office)
43. Tennis Courts
14. Chalmers Library
44. Dance Studio
15. Church of the Holy Spirit
45. McBride Field and track
16. Timberlake House (C)
46. Wertheimer Fieldhouse
17. Public Affairs
47. Tennis Courts
Conference Center (C)
48. Benson Bowl
18. Walton House
49. Maintenance and
19. Bailey House (C)
Receiving
20. Cromwell House
50. Seitz House (C)
(President's Home)
51.
Sunset
Cottage (C)
21. Alumni House
52. Athletic, Recreation,
22. College Relations Center
Convocation Center
23. College Relations Annex

(C) — Classroom Facility
(D) — Dining Hall
(R) — Residence Hall
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Accreditation and Affiliations
Kenyon College is an accredited member
of the North Central Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools. It is a
member of the American Association of
Colleges, the American Council on
Education, the Great Lakes Colleges
Association, the Ohio Foundation of
Independent Colleges, Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities of
Ohio, and the Association for Episcopal
Colleges.

The Admissions Office
All correspondence regarding admission
to Kenyon should be addressed to:
Director of Admissions
Kenyon College
Gambier, Ohio 43022
The Admissions Office, located in
Ransom Hall, is open Monday through
Friday from 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. and
until 12:00 noon on Saturday while
college is in session. Summer office hours
are 9:00 A.M. until 4:00 P.M. Monday
through Friday. Telephone (614) 427-2244.
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